


THE MOYES XTRALITE WINS THE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS, 
PRE EUROPEANS & MORNINGSIDE GLIDE ANGLE COMPo 

Tomas Suchanek flying the EW MOYES XTRALITE won the 1993 
World Championships in the Owens Va lley, USA - with an 
incredible fea t of fl ying skill he ca me from 17 minutes behind , o n the 
last day, to win by 3 minutes. 

Tomas sa id "The NEW MOYES XTRALITE helped me get the height 
and mind blowing speed that left the others scrambling to ca tch Upl " 

The Moyes XTRALITE proved to be ex tra sa fe in the difficult 
Owens Valley conditions when other gliders were falling 
apar t and pilots parachu ting to survive, the XTRALlTES 
never fa ltered and proved that the Moyes tradition of using 
the very bes t streng th tested and quality products equal 
SAFETY without suffering in PERFORMANCE. 

Be Safe, Be The Best - Get a WORLD CHAMPION MOYES XTRALITE 
XTRALITE 137 & 147 USHGMA CERTIFIED 

Now the XTRALITE 147 has won the Mornillgs ide Glide Allgle 
CO ll1p . with all average glide ratio of 13 .2:1 over fourteen flights! 

MOYES DELTA GLIDERS PTY. LTD. 
173 BRONTE ROAD, WAVERLEY NSW 2024 
SYDNEY SW AUSTRALIA 
TEL (02) 387 5622 • FAX (02) 387 4472 The World's Best Hang Gliders Since 1967 



Skysailor 
Official Publication Of The Hang 
Gliding Federation of Australia 

Skysailor appears 12 times per year as a service 
to members . For non-members living in 

Australia the subscription is Aus. $50 pa. Overseas 
magazine subscription is Aus. $65 (sent Economy 
Air) , Aus $95 Airmail. Cheques should be made 
payable to and sent to HGFA 
Contributions are needed. Articles, photographs 
and illustrations are all acceptable although the 
editor reserves the right to edit or delete contribu
tions where necessary. 
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be published 
and all contri butions should be accompanied by the 
contributor' s name, address and HGFA number for 
verification purposes. 
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume responsibility 
for the material or opinions presented in Skysailor. 
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the HGFA 
Copyright in articles and other contributions is 
vested in each of the authors in respect of their 
contribution. 

SKYSAILOR CONTRIBUTIONS 

All Skysailor contributions to: 
Marie J etTery 

PO Box 401, ALSTONVILLE 2477 
Fax: (066) 285117 
Ph: (066) 280356 

8am-8pm 

Keep the articles coming!! 
We will give $50 per month for the best cover photo 
sent in. It can be a black and white, colour photo or 
slide. 

All pbotos will be sent back if requested . Please supply 
a stamped, self addressed envelope for their return. 

DEADLINE 
15th of the month (for the following month's issue!) 
for contributions, market place, etc. Market place is 
free to lln!!nrilll members - please quote your number -

otberwise a charge of $5 per ad is applicable. 

ADVERTISING 
Advertising rates are available from tbe Editor. All ads 
must be paid in advance. Layout, separations and extra 
work incur additional cost 

ADDRESSES 
AU correspondence, including membership renewals, 
short term memberships, rating forms and other ad
ministrative matters should be sent to: HANG GLID
ING FED. OF AUSTRALIA 
EXEClJIlVE DIRECTOR: Ian Jarman 
PO Box 558 
lUMUTNSW'1:7'2fJ 
Tel (069) 472 888, Fx/AH Answer Machine 069 474328 

PRESIDENT: Andrew Humphries 
09 3816053, 018 917537 

OPERATIONS MANAGER 
CraigWortb 
PhlFx 06559'1:713 Mobile: 018 657419 

For information about site ratings, sites and other local 
matters, contact the appropriate state 
association/region or club. 

Southern Region NSW 
25 Beverley Ave 
Warilla NSW 2528 
Pres. James Nathaniel (042) 971923 

Northern NSW Region 
Pres. Dane Snelling 029131294 
Sec. Ian Duncan 029189962 
Treas. Glenn Salmon 029180091 

AcmGA Sth Qld 
PO Box 3496 POBox 149 
Manuka 2603 Kenmore Q 4069 
Sec. Gary Lilley Pres. Tony Giammichele 
(06) 2925302 073584101 
Pres. Phil Robinson Sec/PR James Christensen, 
018625181 07 '2fJ26342H 
SSO. Peter Muffet 07864'1:788W 
06 2927701 
Nth Qld:12 VanEldik Av HGAWA 
Andergrove Q 4740 PO Box 82 
Pres. Dave Lamont Soutb Perth 6151 
079461157 Pres Danny Byrne 
Secrrrs: Ron Huxhagen (09) 4449920 H 
(079) 552913 09 3167628 W 

VicHGA TasHGA 
PO Box 400 31 Hillside Cres 

HGFAMerchandise 

Support your sport! 

Official HGFA T-shirt featuring breast pocke t, colour logo and quote on the back 

Cap 

Coffee mug 

Leather Key Ring - metal with full colour enamel logo 

Metal Lapel Badge 
Car sti c kers 

Embroidered badge 
••• Topographic maps for all areas at discount prices ••• 

Prahran 3181 
Sec. John Twomey 
(03) 3972612 H 

SAHGA 
1 SturtSt 
Adelaide 5000 
Sec. Rob Woodward 
(OS) 29775323 

West Launceston 7250 
Sec. Steve Cameron 
(003) 311561 H 

PGeoovenor 
Stuart Andrews 
PO Box 9 
ToomaNSW2642 
(069) 484461 

Trike CommIttee members: 
Kevin Magennis, Convener, 018 181071 
Johanne Pamiczky, Sec, Newcastle, Ph 049 307895 
Paul Mollison, Certification, Newcastle 049 570216 
Neville Hoger, Registration, Mackay 079 577142 
Paul Haines, Public Relations, 042 941031 pblfx/tam 

CONTENTS 

Letters 6 
Competitions 7 
Operations Manager's Report 9 
Calendar of Events 11 
Women's XC League 11 
Crosswind Landings 12 
Instruments - What's in the Black Box 16 
The Wyndham Challenge 

Around About 

Powerchuting to the Top 

What an Excellent Day 

Blade 39 Report 

Launch into the Unknown 

Sponsorship 

State, Region and Qub News 

Market Place 

18 
21 
22 
26 
28 
.33 
34 
36 
44 

$19.95 
9.00 
6.95 
5.95 
4.00 
2.00 
2.95 

Please add $2.50 pp for all orders or $7.00 pp if order includes book and $3.05 pp for calendars 

HGFA, PO Box 558, TumutNSW 2720, Ph: 069-472888, Fx: 069-474328 
Discounts available for bulk purchases 

Cheque, money order, bankcard, visa and mastercard accepted, phone orders welcome 

Actual prices may vary from those shown. Terms: payment with order. Delivery 14 days when ex stock. 
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CLUBS sso Graeme Elherton 
077733580 

Queensland Gary Rogers 
Calms HG Club 077792645 
Nev Akers 
070512438 W 

Whitsundays HG Cl 

GerryGerus 
Pres. Greg Gunning 

070341451 
079598445 
Sec. Ron Huxhagen 

Capricorn 079552913 
Skyriders Club Inc Treas. John Fielder 
Pres Brian Hampson 079577212 
079226527 SSO. Niel ScobIe 
Sec Bron Ahem 079591329 
079262237 
BrianSmilh 

New South Wales 

079287858 Byron Bay HG Club Inc 

Canungra HG Club 
Pres Greg McHugh 

Pres. Nick Dillane 
066877024 

075991363 
Sec. Shirley Lake 

Sec. Gordon Bieske 
066858147 

075435505 
SSO. Peler Ailken 

SSO. Ken HiU 
c/- 066853178 

075435631 
meel lSi Wed ea monlh 

Glads10ne HG Club 
Central Coas1 HG Club 

31 Wilson Sl 
(NSW) 

Gladstone Q 4680 
Pres A1f Pi per 

Pres. Colan MeGree 
043631278 

079722477 
Sec Bob Benlley 

018770912 
043320096 

Sec. Dave Kennedy 
2nd Wed Tuggerah Lakes 

079781329 
MemClub 

Sunshine Coast HG Club 
Central Wes1 HG Club 

(Qld) Pres Len Palon 

Sec. Robert Keen 
068537220 

074455642 
Sec. Jenny Ganderton 

Pres. Ron Rimkus 
068 511533 

074821664 
Tres. Mark Madden 

SSO.Dave Cookman 
063622927 

074498573 Christian Flyers 

Townsville HG Assoc lnc 
Ian Lobb 

Pres Brad Cooper 
Slanwell Park 

077792853 
042941656 

Vice-Pres Graham Beplale Cudgegong Valley HG 

077732913 Club 
Sec Robin Dawson Sec. Mark Cafe 

077819182H 063791310 
077819432 W SSO. Bruce Bareham 

063791310 

Grea1 Lakes HGC Inc 
Pres. Jim Parsons 
065554077 
Sec Sieve Tinson 
065558091 
065545700W 
SSO. Bob Barnes 
065540416 

l\Iawarra Hang 
Gliding Club Inc 
Meel: Illawarra 
Yachl Club lSI Wed 
Pres George Barrie 
042855567 
Sec Warwick Kelly 
042261707 
SSO. James Nalhaniel 
042261377 

Kosciusko Alpine 
Paragliding Club 
Pr. Anne McRilchie 
064576041 
Sec. Allan Lehepuu 
018484123 
SSO.Heinz Gloor 
064567171 

Lower Blue M1s HG 
Club Inc 
Pres. David Middlelon 
026236961 
Sec. Michael Shyne 
027243405 
SSO. Nigel Fellon 
026282609 

Mid North Coas11IG 
Assoc(NSW) 
Pres. Paul Hazelgrove 
018657366 
Sec & SSO. Lee Scoll 
065565265 
Ben Leonard 
065821966 

Newcastle HG Club 
Pres Simon Lewis 
049261829 

018689243 
Sec Bill Olive 
049213800W 
"PG" Ian Ladyman 
049498946 
SSO. Ross Duncan 
049431900 
meellasl Wed Soulhs 
Leagues CI ub 

Northern Beaches HG 
Club Inc (Sydney) 
Pres: Jim Allen 
029711715 
Sec: Ian Duncan 
029189962 
SSO. Forresl Park 
029972238 

Slanwcll Park Club 
Pres. Andrew Nelhery 
042943665 
Sec. Annelies Norland 
042943094 
SSO. Keiran Tapse ll 
042942645 
meel7.30pmlsl Sun 
ea monlh Helensburgh 
Workers' Club 

Sydney HG Club 
Pres Clive Gilmour 
042941261 
Sec Sieve Hocking 
023274484 

Sydney PG Club 
Pres Tim Gearing 
026321634 
Sec & SSO Mark MilSos 
042674570 

Tam wortll/M an ill a 
I1GC 
Andrew Pepper 
067654520 
018416258 
Richard Riley 
067821073 
067821267 
SSO.Pal Lenders 

067729272 

Upper Blue M1s 
HG Club 
Pres Glen Thompson 
063531239 
Sec. Lucas Trihey 
047871480 

Vic10ria 

Eastern HG Club 
Peler Balchelor 
037353095 
Andrew Philips 
037580091 AH meel3rd 
Wed Olinda HOIeI Main 
SI, Lilydale (0. rail line) 

North East Victorian 
HG Club Inc 
Pres & SSO John Adams 
057572945 
SecJohn Schilling 
057522694 
Treas & PG Geoff While 
057562255 
VHGA rep Peler Roper 
037435365 

Sou1hern HG Club 
Pres. Russell Dobson 
035445658 lSi Tues 
Anchor & Hope Tav 
Church SI Richmond 

Sky High PG Club 

Pres. Ken Milchelhill 
03 8879173 ah 
03 2882480 bh 
Sec. Chrisline Danger 
054 283185 ah 
lSi Wed Relreal HOi 
226 Nicholson SI 
AbbolSford 

Wes1ern Australia 

The Great Sandy Desert 
HGClub 
Pres. Ian Sallie 
091 798487 H 
Sec Joe Langford 
091798655 H 

Dalwallinu HG Club 
Pres. Jonalhan Back 
093418328 H 
093817094 W 
Sec Mark Thompson 
093673263 H 
094917642 W 

Hang Gliding Federation of Australia Inc 

PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720 
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Name: 

PhoneHm 

Payment Details: $ 

Expiry Date: 

Signature: 

HGFA Schedule of Fees 
$125 
$115 
$135 
$20 
$50 
$25 
$45 
$45 

12 rnonlbs (FUlL) Membership 

(NIb-NSW) 12 mlbs FULL Membersbip 

(SA) 12 mlbs FUlL membenbip 

PHG Pilots Opcntional Levy 

Additiooal F8truly Member (12 months) 

Rejoining Adtnjnistratioo Fee 

Short Term Membership (4 mooth.) 

Visiting Pilot Membership (4 month.) 

Ph: 069 47 2888, Fx: 069 474328 

Assisted by the Australian Sports Commission 

office use only 

Membership Application 
...... Address: 

Occupation: State: . Postcode: 

Wk Sex: M/F Birthdate: 

. Cheque / Money Order / Mastercard / Bankcard / Visa 

Card #: .......................... . 

$15 

$50 
$65 
$95 
$5 
$15 
$10 
$5 

Trial/~\Slructiooal RighI (IlF) 
7 Days total available through instructors only 

(12 issues)"Skysailor" Subscription (Nonny) 

Overseas (sent SAL) 

Overseas (Sent Ainnail) 

FAt ucence 

PHG Ops Manual 

Comps Manual 

Tow Manuals 

SKYSAILOR 



The 'Si lly Season' is here! Before you know 
it we will be trying to write 1994 insteadof 1993, 
unsuccessfully until at least April, whilst also 
trying not to break our New Year's Resolutions, 
also unsuccessfully, but usually within a far 
smaller time span. 

It's already been mentioned within this issue, 
but the suggestion of colour blindness and poor 
eyesight affecting our flying is not a new one.l 
have long advocated eye checks for anyone 

entering our sport and, indeed, for those who 
have been flying for many years. The human 
body does wear out. I personally know of acci
dents which could have been avoided had the 

pilot undertaken proper eyesight tests . The 
deficiencies were discovered, and remedied, 
after bones were broken. One wonders if eye 
tests should become part of our initial certifi
cates? Some forms of aviation do require such 
tests while others merely demand a standard as 
required by a normal drivers licence. Perhaps we 
area little too casual with this aspect of our sport. 
Be careful with yourself in 1994; know your 
limitations. 

What I have to say next is long overdue, and 
now is probably a good time. Out with the old 
and on with the new and all that. DEADLINES! 
Yes that little object that is every editor's 
nightmare, and just another word for most 
others. The Macquarie dictionary says 'a line or 
limit that must not be passed. 2. the latest time 
for finishing something.' Well folks that is how 
it has got to be from now on. I suspect that 
members have been gettingtheirSkysailors later 
and later each month. Why? Maybe it was your 
club news that came in a week late, or was it the 
market place ad you begged me to include be

cause you're broke and about to be evicted? 
Doesn'tsound much, does it? Multiply itseveral 
times and that's several too many interruptions 

to you getting your Skysailor on time! So if it's 
past the 15th, that's it! No begging, bribery, 
grovelling or correspondence will be entered 
into, as they say! 

I will be away for two weeks from just before 
Christmas so can't be contacted until after the 
New Year, however the fax machine will be on 
duty! Hopefully I will see some of you around 
Stanwell or Manilla. 

'. 

I'll leave you with the following reflection 
fromlohn Heiney with which he prefaced a pilot 
profile in the American Hang Gliding October 

1993 magazine: 
I consider hang glider pilots to be a special 
breed of the human species. Just to possess the 
desire to drive around the sky in a light airplane 
with self-determination is relatively rare, and to 
wish to soar on natural currents using an 
ultralight no-frills personal wing is the dream of 
a romantic. But to learn the art of hang gliding 
is the accomplishment of a uniquely open
minded individuaL. Those in our society who 
foLLow the crowd and take no chances do not 
decide to hang glide. The modern hang glider 
pilot maintains his or her health and safety by 

logic, but knows that life would be boring 
without some rick Helen Keller, under different 
circumstances would have been a hang glider 
pilot. In her words "security is a myth, life is 
either a daring adventure or nothing. " 

From my family and I, a very happy, sa fe-and 

special Christmas to you all! 

Marie JeJJery 

NOTICE TO PILOTS INTENDING TO FLY 
These requirements are meant to help us all fly safely, but nothing beats local advice on the day. If you need advice on 
the hill don't hesitate to speak to one of the local safety officers or duty pilots - look for the red caps! 

.. You must be a current financial member of the HGFA and bring your membership card, record of qualifications 
and logbook. If you can't present these on request, you won't fly. 

.. Stan well Park is an INTERMEDIATE rated site 

.. WEEKDA YS novice pilots may fly only if: 

.. 

.. 

.. 

./ their instructor has SIGNED a statement in their logbook indicating that they are capable of flying at 
Stanwell with the advice of a Safety Officer; and 

they speak to a SAFETY OFFICER before flying to detennine whether conditions are suitable, and to 
get advice on how to fly the site safely 

WEEKENDS and PUBLIC "OLIDA YS some novice pilots may fly, but only if: 

./ their instructor is present to advise them before flying; and 

./ their instructor is satisfied that they can safely fly the site on the day 

Do not fly within a 50 METRE RADIUS of all take off and top-landing areas when there is enough lift to fly 
outside these areas 

The only bottom-landing area is next to and seaward of the northern lagoon. Pilots must be able to land in this 
small area. Thank you for your cooperation 

Stanwe" Park Hang Gliding Club 
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Dear Marie 
Miles Craven for President "Republic of 
Australia", and mascot for Sydney 2000 Olym

pic Games!!! 

Go Milesgo!!! 

Your loyal supporter 

Terry Anderson 

Dear Ed 
Recently I had my High Energy Ai r Sports chute 

inspected and repacked but before it could be 
repacked an area of stitching approximately ten 
inches long on a seam had to be re-stitched. ·It 
looked as though the machine had been mal
functioning as the chute had a few spots where 
it had been stitched twice. So take those extra 

couple of minutes whilst repacking for the com

ing season to check the integrity of your 
parachute, it doesn't hurt, but if you don ' t it 

could! 

Rod Flockhart, 16894 

Dear Marie 
Recently I had the misfortune to break my arm 

while participating in the NSW State titles at 
Manilla . I'm writing to you now from my hospi
tal bed in Canberra to express my gratitude to all 
the people who assisted, showed concern and 
visited or contacted me while I was recovering 

in the Tamworth Base Hospital. 

To: 

6 

Pat (hang glider companion unknown to me) 
who was the first person who I could recognise 
immediately after the accident. Thank you for 
being there and lending the "technical" assis

tance required by rescuers. Thanks also to the 

person who packed up all of my equipment at 
the accident site; in my state I was unaware of 
who you are, however your assistance was very 
much appreciated. 

Alaric and Anna Giles (both doctors) who do 
not know me personally, but were quick to visit 
and reassure me with respect to the correctness 
of the proposed treatment. That instilled some 
confidence in me while I lay waiting in diluted 

pain! 

Drew Cooper (our Australian Champion and 
Guru) for whom I have the utmost respect and 

fondness, both as a person and pilot. In a sport 
dominated by the "big guns" I feel like a small 

water pistol, however it is very pleasing and 
inspiring to participate in a sport with such 
diverse camaraderie. Thanks Drew, your visit 
did much to lift my spirits and resurrect my 
confidence in the sport I love so much. 

Ross and Annette Duncan (competition or

ganisers) and companion (sorry I don't recall 
your name - curly red hair and moustache!) 

thank you for dropping by with your best wishes 

for recovery. I'm glad that someone noticed my 
absence in the launch order! 

Dave McLoskey and Judith Goldstone (doc

tor) who assured me through personal ex
perience that I was to receive competent 
orthopaedic care. This gave me some faith that 
the illusive doctor for whom I waited was worth 
waiting for. 

Phil Robinson (my competition companion 
from Canberra) who was bestowed with the task 

of packing up my camping equipment and col
lecting my hang gliding gear and bundling if all 
into my car to drive it home. Thanks also to 

Annalise (our driver) for visiting on your way 

home. 

To anyone else who may have been there for 

me and that I have inadvertently forgotten to 
mention; thank you, for I was overwhelmed wi th 
best wishes and I did really appreciate the 
response I received from a truly fantastic sport. 

I am now in hospital again in Canberra after 
complications arose, due to the very initial treat
ment I received in casualty at TBH. While here, 

almost all of my non hang gliding friends and 

others have asked me whether I would be givi ng 

up the sport. That would be like giving up 
breathing to me and I'm sure to most pilots! 

Hang gliding is in my blood and abstinence is 

the most difficult facet of my recovery. I hope 
to be seen "on the hill" again soon. So to 
everyone, enjoy the summer and be very careful 
for we are but Ii ttle fl ies and there are some BIG 

fly-swatters out there (which tend to be largely 
invisibl e to us!). 

Yours sincerely 

Pete M uffet, 15404 

PS To Dave Redman I send my best wishes 

for a speedy ~ nd full recovery. I was not able to 

visit Dave before leaving Tamworth as he was 
still under Intensive Care. However I was think

ing of him constantly and keeping my fingers 
crossed, hoping that his injuries would be less 

than feared. So Dave, best of luck and keep those 
nurses alert and on their toes! 

Dear Craig 
I hereby tender my resignation from the HGFA 
Powered Hang Gliding Committee. 

My reasons for doing so are that I cannot 
support the Board's recent decision to make the 

wearing of helmets compulsory. This could put 

me in the position of sitting on a disciplinary 
meeting for an offence that I believe is trivial. 
Let me be clear from the start, while I fully 

endorse the wearing of helmets, I believe 

making it compulsory to do so is a pretty point

less idea. 

I believe each pilot should have the right to 

decide that a helmet may be inappropriate at a 
particular time. As a responsible pilot I take 
exception to the rule as it implies that I do not 
have the common sense to look after my own 
well being. May I also ask, in how many of the 

accidents or incidents in the last five years (i nail 

HGFA disciplines) has the pilot NOT been 
wearing a helmet? Neither the AUF, the GFA or 

the British Microlite Association require hel

mets, although they are strongly recommended 

of course. Even the Parachuting Association 

only requires helmets for people below a certain 
level. 

On the practical side, what safety standards are 
applicable to helmets? Speaking solely for trike 
pilots, almost without exception we do wear 
hel mets but they generally conform to standards 
set out for motor cycles. Is this standard ap

propriate? Note also that once these have been 
modified, eg to put in headph o nes and 
microphones for intercoms they no longer con
form to the standard. To me the Board has 

opened a whole can of worms in this area for no 

perceived benefit. Do we, for example get a 
reduction in premium (rom our insurer? 

I would request that this decision of the board 
be explained to the ordi nary members of the 
HGFA and the benefits of this new rule shown. 

Notwithstanding my resignation from the trike 
committee I am happy to continue to run the 
trike registration system as per my agreement. 

Yours sincerel y, 
Neville Hoger, 42463 

Dear Marie 
For what it's worth, guess who was coming in 

to land a little too high at Rainbow Beach last 

month and because of a safety fence across the 

beach, veered right and landed a lmost kn ee deep 

in the surf?! Wet joggers, wet wingtips and a 
bruised ego! I won't even mention where he 
packed up. 

Merry Christmas, Happy New Year, safe 
flying to all of you and thanks for an excellent 
job well done this year. 

Member 44959 

PS See you next year, mate. * 

SKYSAILOR 
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1993/94 Victorian Cross Country League 

Dates: 1/4/93 to 31/3/94. 

Any queries may be directed to: Wesley Hill, YHGA Inc. Competition 
Director PO Box 400, Prahran, 3181 

Rainbow Beach, Qld 

28 December 1993 

Novice, intermediate and advanced welcome 
Contact: Ron Rimkus 074 821664 after 6 pm and before 9 pm 

Bogong Cup 1994 

28 December 1993 to 5 Janua.-·y 1994 

Proudly supported by the Bogong Pub (cash), Moyes Delta Gliders (Har
ness & Bal1651 vario), AirBorne Windsports (Briiuniger vario), Sjostrom 
Instruments (what else, but Phil 's latest vario), Danny Scott (harness + 

flying suits). Other prizes include an Electrophone TX4000, Camelback 
water carriers and roof bars. 

Note: Maximum number or entries = 120. There will be no exception 
to this number. As the 30.10.93 has passed, entri es are on a receipt of entry 
fee basis regardless of ladder pos ition. 

L1St registration date 27 December 1993. 

A rem inder to those entered. You should have received your pilot hand 
book by now. Registrati on will be on the 27 December 1993 lOam-6pm 
at the Bogong Pub. 

Contactand entries to Bob Daley,C/- RMB 1575,Milawa Yic3678,phone 
057 222992 or 279421 

New Zealand Hang Gliding Nationals 

Queenstown, 28 December 1993 to 7 January 1994 

Contact Paul Chisnall, 118A Wynyard Cres, Queenstown, phone/fax 03 

4426269, mobile 025 331741 

1994 Corryong Cup 

Dates: 8-11 January 1994 with 7 January as a flyin day . 12th & 13th aero 
towing 
Entry fee $30. Advanced rating or intermediate with logged inland ex
peri ence. Must be a member of HGFA. NB: aero towing bridles for 12th 
and 13th. 
Sponsored by: Roochutes Australia , Enterprise Wings, Moyes Gliders, 

Active Air Sports, Aerial Technics, Ultralight Flying Machines, Air Es
cape. 
Entries will be limited to 50 pilots so please record your names with Glen 
Conners 042 943701 or James Nathaniel 042971923. 

Forbes Flatlands 1994 

8-15 January 1994, 16 January - Presentntion Day 

Entry fee -$165; information bookletsupplied with entry fee includes hints 
and accommodation notes 
Data back cameras may be required. All teams must be registered at least 

one week before camp starts to mow adequate strips 
Any person wishing to drive for a Flatlands tea m, ring and register 

Entries: Lynne Giffin, 85 Llchlan St, Forbes NSW 2871, ph. 068 523899, 
fax 068 523481 

New Zealand National Paragliding Championships 

To be held in New Zealand's south island, 8-16 January 1994 

Contact Roger Banks or Shaun Barry PO Box 432, Queenstown, New 
Zealand, ph 64 3 4423457, fax 64 3 4426749 

SJOS~~g~T THE AUSTRALIAN SOARING TOOL 
ModelVA 
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FOR THERMALLING PERFORMANCE 
HYBRID DESIGN - ANALOGUE VARIOMETER RESPONSE WITH MICROPROCESSOR CONTROL. 

THIS VARIOMETER EXCELS IN MARGINAL LIFT CONDITIONS Ask a user! 

FAST, SENSITIVE ANALOGUE VARIO. - +1500/-1000 fpm PLUS SWITCHED 12 Sec. AVERAGER. 
HIGH RESOLUTION AUDIO (PITCH & PULSE MODULATION)-AMPLE VOLUME (5 LEVELS) 

HOUSING DESIGNED FOR SPEED-BAR MOUNTING - COMPACT, RESILIENT & SHOWER PROOF. 

EASY IN-FLIGHT CONTROL - OF SINK TONE THRESHHOLD etc. 

~ 
U) 

o 
z ::s ALTIMETER 20,000 ft. BY 2 ft. INCREMENTS - PEAK ALTITUDE RECORDER 

~ ~ RESERVE BATTERY FACILITY. INSTRUMENT IS CONVERTIBLE TO METRIC UNITS. 

~~ 2h 
~ ~ TO (~~~~0E 0/ B~R~~~~RD / VISA / MASTERCARD) '(\OW tAll "~UUlilNl'Y! o ~ CALL 085 623313 (Phil Sjostrom) $595.00 ~ \.... 
~ , SJO· · STRO· · M INC S/TAX & DELIVERY ()' 
~ CLAMP & PADDED BAG INCLUDED a ,C!)O:J 

§ ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS ALSO: ANDREW HUMPRIES 09 3816053 ~ ~o~ 
Q. CHRIS BOYCE 042 942545 ~-) 
(I) 12 Krieg street, Nuriootpa DAVID COOKMAN 074498573 '"' O~ 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA 5355 "' ~ 
tellfacs 085 623313 or ask at your school ... 
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Mt Cole International XC Classic 

Dates: 16 - 23 January 1994. The Mt Cole area is located 2 hours west of 

Melbourne on the Western Highway. 

If you wish to enter, please send a cheque made to: Mt Cole International 

Organiser, Melbourne Paragliding Centre, 27 Oberon Ave, East Hawthorn 

Vic 3123, Ph/fax: 03 8824130 or 018 103084 

1994 Australian Open Hang Gliding Comp 

19-27 January 1994 inclusive 

Location: North-east Victoria - Kiewa and Ovens Valleys 
Registration fee of $125 to: Australian Hang Gliding Open, 2 Drummond 
St, Tawonga Vic 3697 

NB: Women's National trophies will be awarded accol·ding to plac

Ings. 

Enquiries: John Adams, phone 057 572945, fax 057571020 

1994 Australian Paragliding Open 
Corryong Victoria 

Saturday 29th January to Sunday 6th February 1994 

For further information please contact Stuart Andrews on 069 484461, 069 

484484 or 064 576223. 

1994 Victorian Open Hang Gliding Championships 

5 February to 13 February 1994 

Contact: Wesley Hill, VHGA Competition Director, PO Box 400, Prahran 

VIC3181. 

1994 Paragliding Flatlands 

Sunday 13 February to SundilY 20 February 1994 

HGFA membership, at least an Intermediate rating and Tow Endorsement 

are mandatory! Registration will occur on the evening of Saturday 12 at 

8 

rr"'"h] h ifi.ir.:l Civil Aviation Authority 
~~QiAU~ST~IIA::l::IA _____ _ 

Dear Aviamr, 

GPO Box 367 Canberra ACT 2601 
Telephone (06) 268 4111 
Telex 62221 
Fa. (06) 268 5683 

AIRSPACE CHANGES DEFERRED 

The: <:.vil Aviallon AUlhoricy has dc:fc:rrcd ,he IniroduCIJOn of ICAO-Bascd Airsp.lCc. planned for 
I I November. 1993. 

The eM Bu;mJ I.h:fcrrcd the illlroJuuion olflcr il nOfed lhat although the rroposed ., irspal(, rn.lI1agcnu:nt 

ch:.ngcs haJ w,dc .. pre:ad IIHJuslry SUpPOfl, Ihe LOmuhallon process had shown some seuions of thl' 

avialion (.:ommuilllY had UJOf..ctns about f..efldll\ dSpt'CtS (If the proposals. Thl' Board will <;l'ek fun her 

advice: from ovcr<;cas aviallon administrallon!> and conduu funhcr f..omuhanon wLlh II1thmry. 

In the mean llille however, the ulfrent system of controlled and ullf..Ontrolied ,Iir\p,lf..l' will f..onunuc ,Ifll.:r 

II November, 1993. Pilots should usc exiSllng night prou::dures .1fter that date. CurrclH 0pl-r.ulonal 

documents indudi ng charts should also ~ retamed and used until further notice. 

AJI airspace-related pilor educallon material distribUied hy the eM or made aV3ilabie at Flight ForUlIl\ , 

including poslers. Pilot NOles and Instructor Packs, should be qu:1t3mmcd and the informatIon they 

contain disregardt'd until furt her notice. The Aeronaullcal Information CirCllbr (Ale) H20/I)] advisl'~ 

the: currency and fOreG1St amendment dates for all operational dowments. 

The C.AA acknowledges :JIld appreciates the widespread support gl\'en by the 3"i3tion Industry to the: pilot 

education process fo r the proposed I I November airSp3f..e f..hanges. J would like to rCf..ogn ise ,he 

overwhelming support provided to my tC3m of airspace educalOrs by the pdot f..Ol1lmu nity; to the many 

organi.s;lIions and individuals who have given Y:;Iluahle timc to arrange and 311cnd .lIrsp~ce bndings 

during Ihe past few mOOlhs. 

/ appreciate tillS /ellc..:r Illay 1(:3vc some of your que~lIolIS Un.lllSWereJ. "peuiically. lhe ll:llUrL' 41/ rurther 

f..onsuitation and likely daln for ICAO.Alrspale managellleOi tmplcmCllI3tlon. I\l' .1\\ur(:d or our resolve 

to keep you mformed of any further Jeveinpmerm. Our Ampac.c Ilodine (heef...tli OOM 676 0(,.» Will 

c.ollilnue to update you on eVCI1IS. Duong hU)lness hour ... an AIfliP:tlC 1·.J tu..::tunn ()ffif..er l\ .11\0 .lv.tlbhle 

ilu the Ilo di nt' to pef\ona ll y hand le yum :tlrspau'.rd3tl·J erHllllrin. 

DIRECTORATE OF AVIATION SAFETY REG UUITIO 

/K' OClol><, 1993 

Rod Flockhart gets bn afternoon tow at Rylestone 

the Vandenburg Hotel, Forbes. 

Competitors, particularly those who have not e ntereda towing competiti on 

before are advised to practise prior to the start of the compo Pilots should 
organise themselves into teams and e nsure that everyone in the team, 
including the driver, is we ll prepared. Equipment sho uld be sorted o ut 
berore the comp begins. 

Pil ots must have a reserve parachute, a UHF radio, and a databack ca mera. 

Please send the entry fee of$120 to Geoff Robertson, 13 Lady Wakehurst 

Dve, Otford NSW 2508. Entries not received by January 15 will incur a 
$20 surcharge. For further information please c,111 042942455 B, or 042 

941898AH. 

1994 Dalwallinu Open 
(Incorporating WA State Championships) 

February 26th - March 6th 

Contact: Andrew Humphries on (09) 381 6053 or Jonathan Back on (09) 
341 8328 . 

Second Birchip "Flatter Than the Flatlands" Easter 
Towing Competition 

Entry fee $40 

Minimum of 4 pilots per team . Tea m entries accepted o nly 

Co ntact or entri es to: W arwic k DUnc,1 n or Alan Beavis , 15 Cl arinda Rd, . 

Essendon VI C 3040, phone 033372226 

1994 Women's World Championships 

Chelan, Washington, USA, 5-16 July 1994 

For more information contact the meet organisers Dan Uchytil (206 

4400998 or Larry Majc hrzak on (509) 6823479 . * 
Insh-uctOI- Update 

The following HGFA instructors have ei ther been appointed or re newed 

their certitic<lte since 1 September 1993: 

Panlglidillg Ilistructors 
J\,hathan Alkn PO Box 1372 Noosa I read~ Old 
PhillipJlys tck PO Dox 1034 Toowolig Qld 
Ian L1dyn:)lln PO Box 413 Charl es town NSW 

Hung G lieling Ilistructors 
Shane Colledge 48 ElilDalta Rd Mona Vale NSW 
Ian Duffy PO Box 652 Toukl cy NSW 
IIenri Graff 3 Camp St Bright 'vic 
Phillip lIystek PO Dox 1034 Toowollg Old 
Bryan Smith PO Dox 5234 N Rockh<1mptoll Old 

)'owcrcd Haug Gliding InstruclOl"S 
Shane Ke.1t ' Kcldiu · C11;lfie Rd Forbes NSW 
Colin South 8 Finlay~lln St Nethcrby SA 
Mark Walker 327 Nth Rocks Rd Nor( Il R,)cks NSW 
Kevin White 3 Daldry 5t Clwtswood NSW 
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Operations Manager's 

Report 

By the time you read this I will have travelled 

through Victoria, NSW and Tasmania, continu
ing in my endeavour to assist our Instructors in 

their adoption of the HGFA Training Syllabus. 

Hopefully with adoption of this comprehensive 

training program, which does involve consider

able extra work by both instructors and pilots 

alike, we can produce pilots with a rounded 

understanding of both the theoretical and prac

tical concepts to our sports. Ifwe can combine 
this with a safer and more cautious attitude 

toward our [lying, hopefully we C<1n reduce our 
dismal accident rate. 

Accidents 
A number of accidents have marred the start to 

our summer season. One involved a pilot suffer

ing severe burns to hands and body on !lying 

into a set of power lines, without seeing them. A 

possible factor may have been red/green colour 

blindness. The day was overC<1st and the power

lines ran across a paddock of similar colour to 

the power-poles, making it very difficult to dis

cern their presence. Whether or not colour bli nd

ness was a factor in this accident, it is worth 
mentioning that around 14% of males and 3% of 
females suffer from this disability, often without 
bei ng aware of it. If you suspect that you suffer 

from any vision impairment, please have your 

eyes checked. Pilots who are even partially 

colour blind must be exceedingly vigilant on 

selecting a landing approach. The practice of 

!lying around a selected paddock and ensuring 

no hazards are present in critiC<11! This practice 

is often neglected during competitions, when 

pilots are endeavouring to extend their final 

glide. 

Another pilot was lucky to escape without 
serious injury when striking a light pole adjacent 
a sporting field . Again I C<1nnot stress enough, 
the need to select a suitable landing field with 
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sufficient height to ensure a safe approach! 

Landing accidents are still prevalent, con
centrate!! ! 

95. I 0 Trike Passenger Carrying 
I have heard that there are a number of our pilots 

persisting in carrying passengers in powered 

hang gl iders operati ng under CAO 95.10. These 

trikes CANNOT LEGALLY CARRY A PAS

SENGER! This practice brings tomind an acci

dent which occurred several years ago and 

involved an old friend of mine in a 95.10 
registered trike. It was before trike pilots could 

join the HGFA, the pilot was an AUF member. 
The wind on the day was light and variable and 

the pilot and his mate decided to go !lying from 

a stri p they had not used before. It was a slopi ng 

strip with a stand of trees at the end. The pilot 

tlew solo first, taking off down slope and land
ing up slope. Satisfied that conditions were 
suitable, he strapped in his passenger and they 
both wore helmets. They [lew for several 

minutes before returning to land up slope. At 

around thirty feet the pilot realised he would be 

unable to stop before the fence at the far end of 

the strip and applied full throttle to go around. 

The terrain beyond the end of the strip sloped 

uphill and the pilot realised he was going to have 

trouble clearing the trees ahead. A left turn was 

initiMed, but the aircraft collided with the trees 

before descending steeply to the ground. The 

pilot suffered minor injuries but tragically the 

passenger died. As is usually the case, a number 
of factors combined to C<1use this accident. The 
stri p was not entirely suitable, bei ng short, slop-

;\r!ik!t~~ti¢~¢t-~yt~g:> 
· .. ·.qr9~.rtd··.~.i.·~~!¢¢,t¢~··.p44:~¢9.~!.·.· .. · 

: ~!~~fi~4fifiJff6Hd24t?~·i: 
·. ~E~~r~~~~E i itlct~{it4l~ti:J: 

ing and having trees prOhibiting an overshoot. 

The throttle cable assembly on the trike was 

found to have been incorrectly adjusted and the 

air filters were aged and heavily contaminated 

with dust and oil, preventing full power being 

available when the pilot attempted the go 

around. Not only did the pilot suffer the trauma 

of the death of his friend but was later sued for 

damages by his mate's family and lost virtually 

all he owned, including his house. I relate this 

story in an attempt to encourage pilots to con
sider the possible ramifications of any illegal 
operations in the event of an accident. 

Tandem Gliders 
Whilst considering legal requirements, I must 

stress that to carry a passenger, a pilot must be 

suitably endorsed and use an appropriately 

maintained hang glider or paraglider which is 

certified to carry the combined w~ght of tlf' 

pilot and passenger (Ops Manual Sect.6 2.3). At 

this point in time there are no HGFA approved 

landing wheels for Tandem Gliders. The HGFA 

insurance policy does not extend to cover the 

practice of launching and landing on wheels in 
hang gliders. There has already been a reported 
instance of such wheels collapsing, injuring the 

passenger. 

Parachutes 
Whilst assisting pilots to complete hang checks 

at Manilla recently, several pilots found that 

their side mounted parachutes had brushed a rear 

wire or some other snag and the safety pins 

attached to the handle of the 'chute had been 

dislodged. If these had not been noticed the 

'chute would probably have been accidently 

deployed. The more recent harnesses have a 

longer piece of ca ble replaci ng the securi ng pins, 
these are better but you should make sure that 
they are not too long and prevent the storage bag 
opening. The travel allowed the deployment 
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handle can be insufficient to allow the cable to 
pull free. Always check your parachute as part 
of your preflight and again when you complete 
your hang check. 

Supervision Of Novice Pilots 
I have been asked to again clarify the require

ments for supervision of pilots new to our sports. 

My interpretation of the Ops Manual is that until 
a pilot gains a Novice Certificate he/she must be 

under the supervision of a qualified HGFA In

structor. On gaininga Novice Certificate, he/she 

must consult a Duty Pilot or Safety Officer 

before flying. This consultation must take place 
at the site prior to the Novice flying. To more 
clearly define the Duty Pilot, I feel that this role 
can be filled by a Safety Officer, or in the event 
ofa Safety Officer not being on the site, either 

an Advanced pilot or an experienced Inter

mediate pilot who is familiar with the site and 

able to safely assess weather conditions as safe 

for a Novice to fly. This requirement is to 

prevent accidents (which have occurred in the 

past) where a Novice pilot flying alone incor

rectly reads the suitability of conditions or the 

site. 

That is all for this month. I wish you all a 
Merry Christmas and safe and prosperous New 

Year. 

Fly safely, 

Craig Worth $ 
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There I was ... Towing 
by Duncan Brown 

As I watched my mate get dragged along on 

his backside, I couldn 'tcontrol myself. I laughed 
so much I almost wet myself. lie was the only 

paraglider pilot I had seen that trip away to get 

towed so high that I thought he had rocks in his 

head. The thermals breaking off the wheatfields 

were by no means weak. He had a big heart. 

As the tow car came bouncing along the rick
ety old track, I could see a fairly large man, a 

typical Aussie, large hat on, no shirt and a con

fident loud voice. He 

was cursing! "What the 

cou ld have been from the many bones broken in 

experimental hang gliding development, and I 

suppose a little arthritis. What a kind man; he 

had helped people all day, towing anybody at all 

no charge, and fixing gliders and servicing tug 

planes all night. 

Bill organises my bridle, even checks my 
glider and I give him a hand up. Then heclimbs 
back into the ute, gets into the chair and says 

three words, "Drive to 60 kph." As I was racing 
along one foot off the ground in the Moyes dolly, 

I was asking myself 

"What has this crazy 

hell are you doi ng? I told 

you what to do, do you 

think it's Christmas or 

somethi ng. I haven't got 

all day to tow you up and 

down this paddock. Do it 

once, do it right or give 
your mate a go!" 

"What are you doing 

standing around? Get in 

that glider, put it in the 

guy got me doing?" as 

I prayed to God in ton

gues. The big guy in 

the back of the ute lins 

his arm up and down to 

tell me to let go. 

Straight up at a bout 
700 fpm, very smooth 
and quite relaxed, I 

dolly and let's gO!" 
I was trembling with 

fear! Then he looked at 

me. "What are you doing 

standi ng around? Get in that glider, put it in the 

dolly and let's gol" Trembling, I asked Robert, 

"Is that Bill Moyes?" "Yes," he said, "Ilurry up 

or he will be yelling at youl" I set up my bridle, 

did a hang check and was ready to Ily cross 

country. Or so I thought. Bill walked up to me 

and said, "Where's your weak link?" I bowed 

my head and replied that I didn't have one. 

Luckily Rob did. Then, "Where's your harness 
bridle?" 

"What the hell is that?" I replied! "Jesus," he 
yelled at me. "You mean you're not ready? What 

have you been doing? I've been towing the 

Japanese all day, the Europeans all day; now it 
comes to you guys and you're not even ready? 

You're kidding!I" 

As Bill sat down on the wheatfield to organise 

my bridle you could see the pain in his eyes. It 

Skysailor 
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Magazine 
Tenders Invited 
Tenuer documents can be 

obtained from the HGFA office. 

The succt:ssful applicant will 
be expected to begin produc
tion with the July 1994 issue. 

Tender documt:nts to be 
submitted by January 31, 1994. 

could see the altimeter 

rising gradually. Sud

denly with a whack on the right hand wing I am 

doing wingovers on the line. I correct it and fly 

through another strong thermal and watch the 

vario needle go off the scale . I told myself that 

this was the ti me to release but I kept on the tow 

until the end of the paddock and slowly llOilted 

back to earth . 

As I landed I could see Rob in his jellylish 

being towed again to over 2000 ft, a glutton for 
punishment. Bill Moyes was enjoying towing 
him so high in that elongated parachute. Mark 
Mitsos would have had a heart attack. Bill towed 

us faultlessly all day as well as anyone else who 

bombed out. 

On the second day, after the 'guns' had been 

towed up, Bi II turned to us. "I can sec your gl ider 

on your car; what's going on? Did you come 

here to fly or to have a tea party, you pansie~?" 

So a quick setup, hang check, into the dolly lind 

I was climbing skywards. Thilnkfully I got [0 

stay up this tim e; I could not have handled any 

more a buse, hi! ha ha! 

What a view! I could see for miles when 
several thousand feet above the paddock. The 

cold was unreal, my fingers frozen ilnd I h~d to 

search for sink to get down. I nosed in for good 

luck, then packed up and left for home. 

During the Flatlllnds '93 the entire Moyes 

crew was very helpful towing gl iders sky'War(ls 

with their Dragonlly tugs and 3 utes tilted with 

Moyes payout winches in the back. Bill, llild 

ClivcC~i lmore towed people all day then cilrried 

out maintenance at night. I was very privileged 

[0 lly with world class pilots and to hilve been 
towed to unreal heights by the Moyes crew. 

lhank you very much. $ 
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December 
Ops Manager to visit NSW, Vic & ACf regions, clubs and 
instructors. Facility and site inspections. 

January 1994 
8-11 Corryong Cup 

Contact James Nathaniel 
8-16 Flatlands Hang Gliding 

Contact Lynn Giffin 

15-23 Mt Cole International XC Classic 
Contact Charly Fellay 

19-27 Australian Hang Gliding Open 
Contact John Adams 

29-5 Feb Australian Paragliding Open 
Contact Stuart Andrews 

29-Feb 6 Lawrence Hargraves Hang Gliding 
Comp 

Contact Kieran Tapsell 
February 1994 
5-13 Vic Open Hang Gliding 

Contact Wes Hill 
21-27 Lawrence Hargraves Paragliding Comp 

Contact Kieran Tapsell 
13-20 Paragliding Flatlands 

Contact Geoff Robertson 
26-Mar 7 WA State Titles 

Contact Andrew Humphries 
TBA PHG National Fly-in 

Contact Kevin Magennis 
March 1994 
25-27 HGFA Board Meeting 

Contact Executive Director 

Corryong Vic 
042971923 
Forbes NSW 
068 523899 

Mt Cole Vic 
038824130 
Kiewa Valley Vic 
057572945 
Corryong Vic 
0694844461 

Stanwell Park 
042942645 

MtColeVic 
038794217 
Stanwell Park 
042942645 
Forbes NSW 
042941898 
TBA 
093816053 
Wangaratta Vic 
018181071 

Adelaide 
069472888 

Ops Manager to visi tWA, SA & NT regions, 
clubs and instructors. Facility and site inspections . It! 

II Flying and Thistles II 
The inaugural Manilla Thistle Festival has been run and won. The Order 

of the Thistle was won by Phil Southgate, whose heroic belly landing in 
chest high thistles resulted in one particularly friendly thistle finding itself 
deep inside his right nostril. Ricky Duncan flew further and faster than 
anyone else to try to escape the thistles, making him the new NSW 
champion. A pilotwho shall be nameless landed outside the only permitted 
(a nd very thistl e-ri dden) born bout paddock. The la ndowner came stormi ng 
up and was about to remove the pilot's genitals with a thistle planter when 
he discovered the pilot was female. He turned country gentleman on the 
spot. 

The thistles are no greener on the other side; everybody please land in 
the only permitted bombout off Borah or we lose the site. Since the day 
was canned, the pilot escaped competition penalty points, leaving it up to 
the club to decide her punishment. The early favourite was tying her to the 
frame of the SK-1 out the back of the Royal Hotel and having her flogged 
up and down the main street of Manilla with a thistle. This has been 
commuted to 100 hours of community service, in the form of clearing the 
NE site on Borah. Something much needed during the compo Perhaps the 
rules about no penalty points on cancelled competition days should be 
changed to cover events like this and the slight demister problems occur
ring recently at Canungra . 

We wish Peter Muffet and Dave Redman swift and complete recovery 
from their injuries suffered whilst attempting landings in thistle-free 
surroundings. 

All pilots: are you red/green colour blind? One in seven males are, and 
one in a hundred females . If so, take extreme care in landing inan unknown 
green paddock; the power lines and poles may be all but invisible to you. 
If you are not sure about your colour vision , ask your 
wife/girlfriend/mother/partner about your taste in colour coordination, or 
just look at the nearest paraglider pilot and ask yourself, is this true colour 
harmony? 

One last reminder for the summer season, Manilla hang gliding sites are 
controlled by landowners and the Soil Conservation Service and therefore 
have certain rules and restrictions - see Tamworth-Manilla Club news . 

Huge flights and happy landings, 
Al Giles It! 

Womens XC League 

Sue Hansen 3.1 km Gc 
1000 pts 

Jenny Ganderton 28.9 Km D 
739 pts 

A. 

November ·1993 

Points 

39.1 Km D 
1000 pts 2000 

739 

Gc = Goal complete, D = Open distance 

Longest flight in any category scores 1000 points so I will have to 
rescore as longer flights are sent in . Incomplete 0 & R & triangles still 
score points if at least one third second leg is completed. 

Jenny Ganderton 
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Reprinted from Hang Gliding, March 1993 

Flying Technique 

Per arming Crasswin Lan ings 
A Matter Of Choice 

oe Greblo, that paragon of tutelage, would smile. For 

years he has taught pilots under his influence the 

basics of good crosswind landing technique. Now we 

present them to a broader audience along with the 

principles from which these techniques derive. 

© 1993 by Dennis Pagen 

Why would you wish to perform such a dubious act as land in a 
crossing wind? For good cause, aviators have long been leery of wip
ing out landing gear due to sideways drift, groundlooping or rolling 
over when landing crosswind. However, we footlanders essentially 
have castoring landing gear so we can move sideways and thus avoid 
many of the problems that face general aviation when a wind crosses 
out an airstrip. In fact, landing a hang glider in a crosswind is quite 
easy once you know what to expect. 

As Joe and many others have observed, pilots often get into more 
trouble performing gyrations intended to line them up with the wind 
in a restricted field than they would if they elected to land crosswind. 
That is why you should develop a good crosswind technique: it is eas
ier and ultimately safer at times than trying to align perfectly into a 

breeze. 
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The 

Rick Duncan 
State Champion - 1993 

Photographs by Max Wiener 

Defi ned Flex ... 
Leading Edge Technology 

We say the Blade is the best 
handling glider ... 

Decide for yourself ... 
Call us to organise a test fly. 

AeB Unit 12/30 Kalaroo Rd, Redhead. NSW. 2290. IT orne Telephone (049) 499 199 Facsimile (049) 499 395 
AUSTRALIA 
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FIGURE 3. 
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/~ PPArZENT wIND 
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-REAR VIEW 

pIGU/ZE Z. 

GLIDER REACTIONS 

We are going to enter into a little discus
sion about how our wings react to the air, 
just as we did in our piece on downwind, 
uphill landings. The reader need not fear, for 
the technicalities are minimized and we sum
marize the main points at the end of this sec
tion. 

If we fly straight ahead in a perpendicular 
crossing wind we will drift to the side as 
shown in figure 1. Even if our landing field 
were unlimited in width we wouldn't wish to 
touch down in the situation depicted, for we 
would simply be going too fast to the side 
unless the wind were very light. 

However, the real situation is depicted in 
figure 2, where we turn into the wind an 
amount necessary to offset the side drift and 
stay within the confines of a narrow landing 
field. (After all, if our field isn't narrow we 
could land heading into the wind.) Note in 
the figure that we show the glider straighten
ing a little as it progresses lower into lighter 
winds slowed by the drag of the surface 
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FIGURE 1. 

(wind gradient). This yawing is an automatic 
reaction of our glider to changing wind 
velocity (speed and direction) , and we do not 
have to control this, although there is a small 
lag in the glider's reaction. 

Even if the wind doesn't diminish near the 
surface, no additional problems arise from 
our crabbing approarh, for il1 fact, the 
stronger the crosswind, the more we must 
point into it and the less it becomes a cross
wind demanding special techniques! 

Now to complete the picture we must see 
what other effects the existence ')f a wind 
gradient has. First, let's do a thought prob
lem: Imagine yourself on a carousel or mel
ry-go-round with glaring lights , gaudy 
prancing horses and organ grinder music. If 
you stand on the edge the ground rushes by 
to the right (they all revolve counterclock
wise). Stepping off the carousel results in a 
sudden force on your feet from the left as 
your body's inertia conflicts with the station
ary ground. We'll leave you there to possibly 
tumble into the merciful bosom of the fat 
lady, who was on an eclair break from her 

sideshow act, and proceed. 
Now imagine yourself on a jaunty little 

launch motoring across a large body of water 
we'll call the Specific Ocean. In this ocean is 
a current we'll call the Humble Current. 
This current is extremely strong and you are 
traveling perpendicular to it, but since you 
are out of sight of land and have no naviga
tion instruments, everything looks and feels 
like calm water to you and your boat. In fact, 
because you are immersed in the current and 
traveling with it there is no way you can 
detect a current. 

Next imagine that you arrive at a large 
spot of total calm in this ocean which we'll 
call the Sarcastic Sea. If the current is from 
the north (you are traveling west), and your 
entry into this calm sea is sudden, you will 
feel a strong surge of water on your port 
(left) side as your inertia directed south con
flicts with the calm water. You may actually 
interpret this surge from the left erroneously 
as a current from the south. As Einstein said, 
"It's all relative." 

With these pictures in mind we are now 
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ready to understand our glider's reaction to a 
change in wind velocity. fu figure 3 shows, 
we are flying with a wind directly from our 
right. We have eliminated the crab angle for 
simplicity. Notice the change in wind 
strength as we get lower identified as the 
wind gradient. We have not drawn the 
ground in our picture, for although it causes 
the wind gradient it only complicates our 
thinking. 

Since a glider moves relative to the wind it 
feels, we can redraw the wind profile from 
that based on what an observer on the 
ground would measure to that which the 
glider feels. This is shown in figure 4. Here 
the wind at the level of the glider is zero 
since the glider is immersed in the air, and 
moves with it just like our boat in the previ
ous story. 

Now, if our glider suddenly sinks down it 
feels a blast of wind from the left just as we 
did when we stepped off the carousel or 
motored our boat into the calm sea. 
Although the wind is from our right, the 
actual forces our glider experiences as it 
descends into the calm air are from the left. 

The final thing to see is what this surprise 
apparent wind from the left does to our 
wing. In figure 5 we have a top view of our 
glider with a wind crossing from the right. 
fu we descend through the gradient we feel 
an apparent wind from the left as shown. 
This apparent wind coupled with our for
ward velocity gives us a net apparent wind 
(relative wind) slightly from the left which 
does two things: First, the glider tends to 
yaw left, away from the overall crossing 
wind. If we were flying straight perpendicu
lar to the wind this would be a problem, for 
we would end up with a slight tailwind, but 
if we are crabbing down the field as in figure 
2, this yawing action serves to straighten us 
out the proper amount. 

The second occurrence is a sta ll on the 
wing which is upwind in relation to the gen
eral wind. The reason for thi s is that the 
apparent wind from the left creates more 
spanwise flow on the right wing. With the 
relative wind coming slightly from the left 
we have effectively reduced the sweep in our 
left wing and increased it in our right wing. 
It is an axiom of aerodynamics that increased 
sweep loads a wing up more toward the tip, 
so the right wing stalls further outboard dur
ing the flare than the left wing in our exam
ple. 

Let us summarize our results: When land
ing in a crosswind we must cr.ab into the 
wind to maintain a track perpendicular to 
the wind. If a wind gradient (a lessening of 
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the wind near the ground) occurs we will 
experience an apparent wind from the side 
opposite the crosswind. This apparent wind 
will yaw us away from the crossing wind and 
cause our wing on the crossing wind side to 
drop during the flare. 

PILOT PROACTIONS 

The above discussion was somewhat 
involved so that the crosswind lander knows 
what to expect and why. If you didn't follow 
it precisely, at least understand the controls 
which we hereby describe. 

fu you progress on a crosswind final main
tain plenty of airspeed, which is good tech
nique whenever you land in wind. Also, keep 
the proper crab angle which will allow you to 
fly your chosen final track. fu you get lower, 
your glider may have a tendency to yaw to a 
heading more aligned with your ground 
track. Let it have its head as long as you don't 
aim more than 90° to the crossing wind. 

fu you progress lower, round out as is nor
mal and slow to flare height and speed (see 
"The Four Phase Final" in the January, 1991 
issue of Hang glidin~. Now comes the judge
ment part: You should flare cautiously, for 
any turbulence in the wind will have a ten
dency to roll you more than with a head-on 
wind. Also , a strong flare may cause the 
upwind (to the general crossing wind) wing 
to drop if you are still under the influence of 
a wind gradient. But here's a secret: a very 
fast final will allow you to bleed off speed at 
one level - say five feet above the ground 
- which gives the glider time to acquire the 
relative motion proper for the wind at that 
level, thus negating the gradient effect. 

Since your flare is cautious you should be 

prepared to run a few steps with possibly 
some sideways movement. The lighter the 
wind, the more flare required and the more 
you should expect to run. During the whole 
final approach, and especially during the 
flare, be ready to input any necessary control 
to keep the wings level. Remember, you are 
the pilot and your job is to control the glider 
at all times, even during the flare. 

Crosswind landings are an important part 
of every intermediate and advanced pilot's 
repertoire of tricks for safe flying. Indeed, 
such an expansion of our skills is what is nec
essary to overcome anemophobia, the dread
ed fear of wind. Like any new skill we are 
smart to learn this one gradually by trying 
light crosses and slightly off-heading landings 
first, then progressing to more fearsome 
transverse gales. 

Certainly Joe wouldn't have you bog down 
in the technical details; he'd send you out to 
experience crosswind landings first hand. So 
go out and perfect your technique. He's n 
such a nice guy he deserves to smile. ~ 
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Instruments - What's in the Black Box? 
by Greg Wilson 

Our instruments give us the information we 
need to make decisions while flying. How well 
they do this and how well we interpret that 
information can affect our flying. Some pilots 
tend to fly by feel while others prefer a more 
technical approach such as using speed-to-f1y 

calculations based on the glider' polar. While 
many pilots do fly well without instruments, 
there are few who regularly choose to do so. This 
article aims to give a brief run-down of how our 
instruments work and help you decide what will 
best suit you. 

Altimeters 
Altimeters measure barometric (air) pressure 
and give a reading in feet (or metres, as the case 
may be). Barometric pressure decreases with 
height and as this is not a linear relationship an 
altimeter must adjust for the deviation. 

Mechanical altimeters operate on a sealed 
chamber with a diaphragm attached to the 
mechanism. Air pressure moves the diaphragm 

which rotates the needle along a scale. This 
needle can sometimes stick and may need to be 
tapped to get an accurate reading. 

Digital altimeters are far easier to read. They 
are based on an integrated circuit with a sealed 
chamber and a diaphragm of semi-conductive 
material. As the pressure changes the diaphragm 
bends affecting the current flow. Other circuitry 
converts this to a measurement of height which 
is shown on a liquid crystal display. This LCD 
will breakdown in sunlight eventually turning 
black so keep it covered or face down. 

Variometers 
These usually use the same pressure sensing IC 
as digital altimeters and combined vario-al

timeters use only one sensor. The rate of change 
of pressure is displayed on a mechanical or LCD 
display as lift or sink in feet (metres) per minute 
as well as an audio tone for each direction. 
Usually a broken tone is used for lift, increasing 

in pitch and in break frequency as lift increases. 
A continuous tone is normally used for sink. 
Most pi lots adjust the sink alarm to start to sound 
in medium to strong sink. As the glider will lose 
height at 200 fpm in still air around 450 fpm+ is 
reasonable. 

Some simple varios (eg. Litek) operate on a 
slightly different system. They use a flask with 
onl y one opening. Two thermistors (tempera ture 

"What's the use of a 

vario that tells me I've 

pulled the stick back?" 

sensitive resistors) are placed one in front of the 
other in the opening. When lifted the drop in 
pressure causes air to move out of the flask. The 
inner thermistor registers a decrease in tempera
turedue to the air movement while the outer one 
registers a lesser decrease as the air has been 
slightly warmed by the first thermistor. The 
difference between the two is amplified and 
registers as either lift or sink. While this type of 
vario can be very sensitive and fast acting they 
can suffer from loss of sensitivity at height due 
to cold temperatures . 

A distinct variation in the sound output of the 
vario while climbing is most important. Once 
locked in to a thermal a pilot should be ensuring 
that other gliders in the thermal can be avoided, 
while also looking to the clouds to decide which 
will provide his/her next thermal, and keeping 
an eye out for other gliders or birds climbing 
elsewhere. You should be able to clearly hear 
the vario announcing your climb rate to leave 
your eyes free for these tasks. 

Vario Options 
Averagers 

Waiting to launch Towonga launch, Bogong Cup 1993 - M 
Browne 

An averager can be a very 
useful device In a 

variometer. Normally on 
the display-only (tone still 
instantaneous) they read 
your average climb or sink 

rate over the last 10 to 15 
seconds. Some brands 
(Borgelt) use an LCD dis
play for the average while 
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• others (Sjostrom) swi tch 
the meter needle to average 
orinstant. They can come in 
handy in lumpy air when 

deciding the best speed to 
fly. The vario needle may 
be moving erratically while 

an averager needle or digital display will change 
slowly. Also when climbing ina weak or surging 
thermal, they let you know your general climb 
rate. You can still listen to the instant audio 
output to make best use of the thermal. How 
often have you been called in to a thermal by a 
friend saying, "600 feet per minute up over 
here" , only to find much less? While it is natural 
to read the peakclimb from the vario, an average 

will be much more realistic, telling you your 
overall climb (or sink) rate. 

An Australian vario soon to be released will 
have an audio average switch so that the pitch 
will increase instantlywhile the frequency of the 
tone breaks are either vario or average driven. 
This will mean thata pilot will beable to monitor 
the changes in his/her instantaneous and average 
climb rates without watching the vario. 

TotalEnergy Compensation 
Any glider can gain some height by increasing 
the angle of attack and losing speed. A normal 

vario will sound, really only telling you that 
you've converted some speed to height. ATE 
vario will not sound as it compensates for the 
loss of speed and recognises that there has been 

no increase of energy. If you're dolphin gliding 
in bumpy air, trying to make use of gusts, an 
uncompensated vario will continually sound, 
whereas a TE vario will only sound if there's 
been an increase in energy, i.e. an increase in 
height ~ a loss of speed. 

There are a couple of methods of achieving 
this. The Ball and the Ruddock varios use a tube 
from the pressure sensor to a probe out in the 

airflow. The probe may be a short tube parallel 
to the airflow (using venturi effect) or a sealed 
tube perpendicular to the airflow with small 
holes at the back. A reduction in speed causes a 

temporary increase in pressure at the probe 
which counteracts a decrease in pressure due to 
climbing. 

Some Afro varios achieve the same result 
electronically . A propeller type airspeed in
dicator feeds a signal to the vario. A decrease in 
speed reads on the vario as a loss of height. 

I feel total energy compensation is a very 
useful device. As Helmut Reichman (world 
famous sailplane pilot) said, "What's the use of 
a vario that tells me I've pulled the stick back?" 

Memories 
Some newervarios contain memories of various 
flight details . Things such as best height, highest 
climb rate, lowest point, time in the air etc can 
be retained for the last flight or even last ten 
flights . Whilst saving the details of your last 
flight may be handy to enter in your log book, I 
think, for the average pilot, the rest may be more 

useful for boasting on the hi II than anything else. 
I suggest you would be better off investing your 

money in an accurate, easy to read vario, an 
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exercise book and a pen. 

Mounts 
Mounts should be robust and have a strong 

safety strap to the body of the instrument. Can 
you afford to drop your vario from a great 
height? It's happened plenty of times. 

There is a current trend toward base bar mount 
varios. They can be easy to seeand hearirrespec
tiveofwhich way you're turning. I find they get 
in the way of tow ropes. They are also more 
susceptible to damage in a hard landing and 
should havea smooth face in caseitimpacts with 

yours. 

Upright mounts should be adjustable for angle 
to keep the vario parallel to your I ine of sight and 
should fit your upright size closely. Try not to 
get in the habit of thermalling one way to watch 

your vario. It makes more sense to climb well in 
both directions. 

A irspeed Indicators 
The basic type (Hall, Venti meter etc) use a clear 
vertical tube with a disk or ball inside and holes 
at the bottom front and top rear. As air moves 
upwards through the tube it li fts the disk which 
is read against a scale on the tube. They have the 
advantage of operating instantaneously and 
being very simple but are somewhat cumber

some. 

There are a variety of propeller operated 
devices available either with a vario (Ball , Afro) 
or stand-a lone (Skywatch). The Ball and Afro 
models use the propeller to drive a ti ny generator 
which powers a meter. Although reasonably 
accurate they may react s lowly to changes in 
speed due to turbine lag especially when a large 
propeller is used. The Skywatch uses a magnet 
mounted on the propeller shaft surrounded by a 
steel ri ng to produce magnetic pulses. These are 
counted, averaged over two seconds and the 
result displayed on an LCD. All propeller type 
ASIs are susceptible to dust and grit in the 
mechanism and should be kept clean . 

The Borgelt vario' uses a different system. An 
extra pressure sensing IC measures through a 
probe as used on TE varios and this is referenced 
against an internally measured pressure to give 
airspeed. This has the advantages of no movi ng 
parts and an almost instant reaction time. 

Barographs 
Norma lly used for record attempts, the mechani
ca l model scri bes a trace of al ti tude on a revo lv-

AirBorne Buzz on test rig 
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ing drum of paper and electronic types record 
height every 30 seconds for the length of the 
flight. If buying one make sure it is recognised 
by the FAI. There are also certain criteria laid 

down for sealing them before a flight. 

Thermal Snoopers 
These devices measure air temperature and give 

an audio output for warmer (beep) or cooler 
(boop) in the hope of detecting thermals early. 
General opinion seems to be that they don't help 
much but I've fo und them to be useful. I've 
asked leading competition pilots why they've 
searched for thermals in a particular area, or 
slowed up to hunt fo r lift and heard them say "I 
felt that somethi ng was about to break off' or "I 
fel t there was a thermal nearby" . I've interpreted 
thalto mean that they've felt an instabili ty in the 
air through the response of . the glider and 
decided to look around. This "feel" for unstable 
air can be the difference between a good pilot 
and an excellent one. 

After flying with a thermal snooper for some 
time I've found that it usually sounds strongly 
seconds before a thermal is encountered (nor
mally the "cool" noise as it encounters the sink 
around a thermal). While climbing it regul arly 
"boops" to warn me tha t I'm getting close to the 
outside of a thermal. It also sometimes start 

sounding the odd beep for no apparent reason. 
When I've sea rched the area I've often found an 
unexpected thermal. My theory is that warm 
bubbles of air are falling off a nearby thermal. 

Without being sensitive enough to the air, or 
without a snooper to alert you to this thermal it 
may go unnoticed. They can also help find 
stronger lift in large areas of weak lift such as 
within a few hundred feet of c1oudbase. Don't 
expect to strap a thermal snooper on to the gl ider 
and sky out however. They do take some getting 
used to and can sometimes be an annoying 

sound competing with your vario. 

Buying Equipment 
Look around and see what's available. What 
your instructor (God to some) is offering yo u 
may have a dozen memories and be in a snappy 
fluoro colour but is it good va lue? Can you read 
it clearly? Is the sound loud and distinct? Does 
the case seem solid? Does it chew through a lot 
of batteries? It's not so much the cost of batteries 
as the inconvenience of having them go flat. 

There are usuall y a variety of instruments 
available second hand and most people won't 

mind you flying with them before you 
buy. You can usually take them on face 
value. An instrument without any bumps 

or scratches is likely to be in a good state 
internally. 

Service is usually not necessary, but if 
you do need it fixed don't try taking it to 
your mate in Telecom. The only people 
who know much about repairs are the 
manufacturers and if they are Australian 
it should be easier to get help. 

Like most things, look after them and 
they' ll look after you. 

Good flying' * 
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by Peter Bolton 1993 
Wyndham has what is probably Australia's 

most isolated hang gliding site. It must be at least 
1500 km from its closest neighbouring estab
lished site. It is also the closest site to Darwin 

("only" 900 km), where I am based at the mo
ment. DalWin has no hills and is limited to tow 
launched XC potential so when I heard that there 
was a competition at Wyndham, it was an event 
I had to attend. 

excellent thermal site but 
Steve's plan was to keep the 
action local for all the spon
sors and punters. When you 

thought about it there were 
quite a few tactical 
decisions to make and it 

The Bastion & adjoining northerly ridge looking from N end 
of range - p Peter Bolton 

The one thing which puzzled me was where 
all the pilots were going to come from. Lasttime 
I saw Steve Prior he was the only pilot there. 
When I phoned him it was obvious that he had 
been busy. He was talking of pilots coming from 
Perth and Alice Springs, former students of his 
competing for $2000 worth of sponsorship. 

There was to be betting on the outcome of the 
comp by the town's people and 12-18 pilots 
were expected. The next most unusual thing 

about the comp was its format; duration and spot 
landing. It seemed ludicrous at first for such an 

didn't have to be "Mickey Mouse". You could 
do a 200 mile out and return if you felt like it, 
but you'd get a zero if you didn't land in the 
designated bomb out area. 

Points were to be allocated at the rate of one 
per minute in the air and up to 100 for a perfect 
spot landing. Window was to be open from 9 am 

to Ipm. 
When I arrived after a mere 8.5 hours drive, I 

found thatthe field had been narrowed to 6 pilots 
including myself. The five who were there early 
enough the night before the comp were auc

tioned off in the Calcutta. (The locals would bet 
on two flies crawling up a wall!) I turned up 1.5 

hours too early on the 1st 
morning because I'd for
gotten about the time dif
ference between the 
Northern Territory and 
Western Australia! 

ELM LODGE 
MOTEL 

At 9 am on Saturday a 
light but steady breeze 
was wafting up the 1200 
ft launch of the Bastion. 
Beat (a German-Swiss 
pilot who flew for Swit
zerland in the '88 
Worlds) launched imme
diately the window was 
opened, followed soon 
after by Glen (a former 
student of Steve's) and 
myself. Conditions were 

very scratchy and we 
only stayed up about 15 
minutes . Only Beat hit 
the spot, but "hit" was the 

operative word as he 
flared very high and 
came down on his back
side, bending both 
uprights backwards! At 
least we had a chance of 
a re-Iaunch. When wear
rived back at launch we 

saw Lex Jones (instruc
tor from near Perth) and 

Thomas Brig (German-

FOR H A NG & 
PARA P I LOTS 

$ 
FROM 17 
PER PERSON 

Group Bookings Discount Available 

17 Units including 5,2 bedroom units available all with private 
facilities, including linen. BYO towel. 1 acre cottage gardens, 2 
minutes walk to town centre. Dining room, old style country 
cooking. BYO, or B&B $20 

Swimming pool, gas covered-in B.B.Q. & laundry facilities 

Your hosts: Bert & Chris Bartlett 
Wood Street, Bright 3741 Ph: (057) 551144 Fax: (057) 552208 
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Australian pilot who used to live in Sydney) 
skying out in a thermal. 

Wondering if we'd made the right decision, 
we set up again and were all in the air again 
before 11 am. ills time it was really working 
and I took off into a massive thermal which 
eventually took me to join Lex near c1oudbase. 

The others just missed the cycle and scratched 
around again on the ridge. Beat encountered 
heavy sink while scratching and clipped a tree 
on the hill face . Luckily he flew away from it, 
but tried too hard for 100 points and spot crashed 
again! Steve had a fairly uneventful 20 minute 
flight on his new Aero II Racer and Thomas 
landed after about an hour. Meanwhile Lex and 
I were having an aerial tour of the area, taking 
in views of the Ord River estuary, endless 
mudflats, the Kimberley Ranges and more. 

After about an hour's cruising around at a 
comfortable altitude (in both temperature and 
aviation terms) I was a little surprised to hear 
Lex say he was heading down to land. I hadn't 
heard any ultimatum from his wife over the radio 
and itwas 38· down there. I ventured north along 

the range, away from the guaranteed points and 
roads, but it was time to do something adven
turous. I got low at one point but caught a 
thermal which was drifting at nearly 90· to the 
west-facing ridge. I returned to the "safety" of 
the main ridge only to find it was no longer 
working. I flew over the landi ng area to see who 
was down there and was surprised to see Lex still 
in the air although heading for his landing. From 

the air it looked like a text book landing, and it 
was! Lex had scored a 100 pointer and my 
immediate thought was "I'd better stay up here 

as long as I can ." 

This was not too easy as the sea breeze was 
now in from the north and the best I could do 
was to scratch on the training hill for a few 
minutes before going to join the others on the 
scenic mudflats. Needless to say I missed the 
spot so Lex was clearly in the lead. 

As soon as we could pack up it was out of the 
sun and the heat but before we could escape, a 
gyrocopter pilot landed on the mudflats, got 

bogged in a soft area and burnt his thong-clad 

feet in the boiling hot mud trying to walk out! 
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Hangies to the rescue with the nearest 
4WD! We didn't forget to extract the 
obligatory top end fee of one carton of 
beer from him at the BBQ that night. 

Sunday dawned with a westerly in the 
landing area - a good sign. It was a pity 
it was easterly all morning on launch, ie 
over the back. There was about 1 cycle 
an hour and it was unbelievably hot. No 
one was keen to set up. We didn't have 
Beatto motivate usas hewas still getting 
over the previous day ' s incident. 

After a few hours I convinced myself 
and a few others it was coming on 
gradually and we set up. I hooked in and 

no-go zone so lover-flew launch look
ing for another lee-sider. The air had 
gone quite dead and the northerly sea 
breeze seemed to be setting in. There 
were no thermals or ridge lift coming 
off the north face of the Bastion so I 
flew back towards the better clouds fur
ther south. 

The Bastion & Wyndham Port - photo by Peter Bolton saton launch in a light tail wind swelter
ing for half an hour during which time I 

At this point I realised my mistake as 
I became trapped ridge soaring on the 
training hill in the freshening sea 
breeze. About half an hour was all I 
could endure before the onset of 
boredom. By this time the others were 
down in the landing area - just in time 
to see me miss the spot, again! 

The third day was blown out so we 
went land-yachting instead on a nearby thermal! 

salt pan . 
drank most of my iced water. Five 
minutes before the window closed at 1 pm I had 
a godsend; a 1 mph "cycle" up the face . 

I launched immediately and although the 
launch was OK I immediately found myself 
getting drilled in leeside rotor. I lost about 700 
ft in 30 seconds as well as getting thrown 
around. I thought I was goi ng to break Steve 
Prior's record for the shortest flight to the bomb 
out and in desperation, I headed for the steel roof 
of the town's water tank. Another godsend, the 
vario beeped and I wrestled the glider into the 
mix of rotor and lift. It was very rough going but 
at least I was going up. I was drifting away from 
the hill noticeably; this was a genuine leeside 

Once I was above the hill again the thermal 
smoothed out and grew in size and strength. As 
I drifted over the township towards the river I 
climbed through 3 grand . Things were looking 
good except for the fact that I was drifting 
towards the croc-infested river. The thermal 
strength peaked at 1400 fpm and before long I 
was near base over the middle of the river. My 
thoughts began to turn towards the fact that the 
river was also several kilometres wide with no 
bridge and nothing but boiling mud flats for 
miles on the other side. 

The results after 2 days stood; Lex's perfect 
spot exceeding my extra airtimeso Lex took out 
the title for this year. In fact spot landing is a skill 
often overlooked today. You never know when 
you might have to land in a tight area. Third was 
Thomas Brig who had about 80 minutes on the 
first day. It was pretty close between Beat and 
young Glen for 4th and 5th, if I remember cor
rectly. Steve Prior wasn't far behind in 6th. 

Flying back upwind toward the hill I couldn't 
use the best clouds which were in the airport's 

We'll have to see if we can move the Bastion 
closer to some more pilots so they can try it out 

too! $ 

NEW NEW NEW N.S.W. DISTRIBUTOR 
SKY CYCLES AND SOLAR WINGS PRODUCTS 

After recently visiting the Annual Trike and Microlight 
Exhibition in the U.K. and confirming how far advanced 

Solar Wings Aviation has become with its new Quantum 
462 & 582 low noise models, we have appointed a new 
distributor for New South Wales to cater for the strong 

demand for professional service, trial flights, sales and 
service: FLY RlGHT AVIATION (Phone 018 490 622 ) 
operates in the Sydney - Newcastle area. CFI's Chris 
Brandon and Joanne Parnski need no introduction . 

Joanne is the most highly qualified female pilot in 

Australia and Chris Brandon is probably the most highly 

respected and professional trike identity in Australia 
today - the man who was so instrumental in making 
triking legal in this country. 
At Fly Right Aviation you can fly all the latest 
models in trike s and select the one that's best 
for you. 
We are proud to announce our new association with 

Chris and Joanne and wish them well as the New South 
Wales distributors of these fantastic new flying machines. 

For further information on the latest trike products please contact us at: 

SKY CYCLES PTY. LTD. 
A C N 007 392 68 1 

Phone: (03) 587 5975 or 018 336 346 
or for our New South Wales customers: 

FLY RIGHT AVIATION 
Phone: 018490622 

Dealer and Trade enquiries welcome 

Experience real flying in a Sky Cycle from around $16,000 for a 
fully legal 2 seat certified aircraft with 6 hours endurance 

THE WAY TO GO! 
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* FRAMED LICENSE PLATE HOLDERS I'd rather be Paragliding 

"ild rather be '"~ II (Hang Gliding & Paragliding) I FLy 123 I 
Fits any 6 digit license plate. PRICE $12 + POSTAGE 

FLY TANDEM VIDEO 

"This is the best ever Australian made professionally edited 
flying video". A MUST for any Pilot! 

An action packed 52 minutes which includes an 
original soundtrack. "Some of this incredible footage shows trike pilot 
Kev Magin at his best, paragliding instructor Rosie Fletchers best profile 
and lots from Stanwell Park to Central Australia". 

A video to show l'0ur friends whl'l'OU decide to fll'! ~ 
PRICE $30 + POSTAGE 

SPEED SKINS 
More than just Lycra arms! These fully aerodynamic hooded Iycra jackets 
are aimed at the pilot who wants the lowest possible drag available. 
These were worn by Kari Castle and Chris Arai at recent competitions. 

SIZES SML. PRICE $70 INCLUDES POSTAGE 

CONTACT AaMI.L A~ Sf--t'4 
(042) 942 999 OR (042) 942 584 

Bankcard, MasterCard 
and Visa credit cards 

available! 
Call now! 

SKYSAILOR 



Drivers Available 

Two drivers are available for the Bogong Cup, 
Flatlands and the Nationals. Fee negotiable. 
Ring Pete or Nola on 057 575277 

Airspace Update 

As you are all no doubt aware Dick Smith 
managed to scuttle the proposed changes to 
Australian Airspace System effectively ruining 
any chances of us gaining access to airspace 
above 5000' (without special exemptions or ap
provals) for at least another 12 months. At the 
recent CAA-Industry consultative meeting it 
was announced that Oass E and Class G are to 
be reviewed. Unfortunately these are the bits of 
sky we were hoping to access . The whole 
negotiating process will start again. To hopeful
ly ease the way HGFA have applied for a per
manent exemption to operate to 10000' OCTA. 

Industry News 

FuU face helmets 
Moyes have entered the market with the 
paracond full face helmet designed specifically 
for hang gliding and paragliding . It's 
lightweight and manufactured from FRP 
(Fiberglass reinforced plastic) and lined with 

• • • 
high impact foam. Available in S/MJI)XL from 
your local Moyes dealer or from Moyes Delta 
Gliders, 173 Bronte Rd Waverley 2024, ph 02 
3875622 or fax 02 3874472. 

The AirBorne Buzz 

Designed and manufactured by AirBorne 
Wi ndsports for the novice pi lot, the Buzz is now 
available in two sizes - 154 and 140 square feet. 
Both sizes feature a 30% double surface sail and 
are designed for effortless flying. 

The idea behind the development of the Buzz 
was simple. The glider had to be easy to launch 
and land, quick to set up and very easy to fly. 
We believe that we have succeeded in all 
aspects. 

The control frame on the Buzz is small com
pared to most gliders in its class. The keel-pock
etless design, combined with the small frame, 
makes ground handling easy in any wind direc
tion. 

Flying the Buzz is simple. The pilot is con
nected to the aerodynamic centre of the wing 
allowing for better co-ordination and smooth 
and predictable "feed back". The Buzz is a 

"balanced" hang glider. Oever air frame en
gineering allows the Buzz to be assembled flat 
or on the control frame. The airframe is also very 
strong for its weight. 

The Buzz has a minimum number of battens, 
whilst maintaining solid airfoil definition. This, 
coupled with the quick clips, pip pins and 
airframe geometry, has resulted in an extremely 
fast set-up time. 

The Buzz airfoil and sail design produce a very 
gentle and forgiving stall with positive feedback 
to even the most inexperienced pilot. The glider 
is stable in turbulence with minimum pilot input 
required even in the roughest air. 

The airframe components of the Buzz are in
terchangeable between the right and left sides of 
the front leading edges, cross bars and down 
tubes. All components are easy to replace with 
very little maintenance required. 

In an effort to set the glider apart from the rest, 
we have paid careful attention to its finish . The 
Buzz's superior fittings and bright silver 
airframe are second to none. AirBorne's quality 
assurance program, which is unique to the in
dustry, ensures that every glider is built in ac
cordance with the standard it was designed to. 
The Buzz recently passed USHGMA pitch and 
load tests. Documentation will be complete in 
December. 

From AirBorne Windsports 12/30 Ka I a roo Rd 
Redhead NSW 2290, ph 049 499199, fax 049 

499395. * 
ONSHORE PARA GLIDERS 

COMPACT 

CHALLENGER C 
Demanding performance for the ambitious pilot - low minimum sink rate, 
high trim speed, large speed range with flat polar curve due to a sPf!Cial 
speed system and easy handling make the CHALLENGER C an exceptIonal 
paraglider for XC and competition flying. 
CHALLENGER C for experienced pilots, 
challenging cross country flights and 
competitions. 

Latest development in the new Advanced-intermediate-Class with elegant 
look. Convincing appearance and ever simple launching characteristics 
besides uncritical flight behaviours - typical PRO DESIGN features. "High 
performance is no more a privilege for competition pilots!" 
COMPACT - the symbiosis of fun, know-how and brilliant performance. 
For the ambitious recreational pilot. 

CHALLENGER CLASSIC 
-A firmly proofed conception of Intermediate Class Glider fills with 
enthusiasm! Well balanced and simple characteristics with attractive 
performance. A special and easy to handle speed system extends the speed 
range efficiently and comes as standard. 
CHALLENGER CLASSIC - for newcomers as well as recreational pilots who 
search for stressless pleasure in flight. 

Hug;~~nge of demonstration, used and superceeded canopies at prices starting from $800! 

GARRY STEVENSON 
43 Reynolds Road, Belmont, Vic, 3216. 

Phone 018351389 BH, AH/Fax 052412100 
*** A paragliding licence is required for any glider purchase *** 
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if@ifllil@ lop 
by David Reece 

David Reece of Lidsdale and 
Oliver Males of Richmond, who 
participated in the Great Fly North 
to raise money for Kids with C an
cer, achieved their goaL by flying 
over the tip of AustraLia, Cape 
York, in their Powered Parachutes. 
The weather conditions did not 
allow them to cross to any isLands. 

One of the pleasures of the trip was meeting 
Joe Scott, his wife Lena and daughter at 
Tyagarah. We enjoyed Joe's barbecue. Joe went 
flying with David in his Powerchute and en
joyed the experience. 

The trip from Sydney to Port Douglas was 
uneventful except for the strong winds that blew 
continually and a day or so of rain. The aircraft 
were grounded at Bowen, --.,.. ... ~l&,... 
North Queensland for three 
days due to the strength of 
the wind. We now know 
what 'Blowen Bowen' 
means. 

This was to be the challenge to fly our 
Powered Parachutes by ourselves with 
no ground support, over some of 
Australia's wildest country. On Avia
tion maps produced by the Civil Avia
tion Authority the route that would be 
taken is in a designated remote area . 

We packed our aircraft, ran up the 
engines and with about five minutes to take off 
time a sudden shower caught us unawares. It 
looked as if our plans would have to be changed. 
However, after two hours the sun broke through 
and the decision was made to take off. We flew 
up the coast from Port Douglas towards Cook
town at 3,000 feet, the view we had was un
believable. Just imagine yourself floating in an 
armchair with the automatic pilot system we 
fitted to the aircraft, set. Nothing to do but to 
look to the left and view the majestic rain forest 

covered mountains, down 
at the rock and sand 
covered shoreline and as far 
as you see on your right, an 
emerald sea dotted with 
cays and islands. We turned 
left at 'Shiptons Flat' and 
climbed to 4,800 feet to 
cross the cloud covered 
Great Dividing Range. 

At Port Douglas final 
plans for the trip north were 
made. If it wasn't for the 
help of some locals and par
ticularly Greg and Jane Ar
nold of 'Batavia Downs' the 
flight would not have been 

David Reece 

We tracked to Lakeland 
and then to Laura, our first 
stop. A flight of 3 hours 
duration. We had never 

possible. Greg agreed to drive to Weipa,a round 
trip of over 200 kIDs taking 4 hours to purchase 
160 litres of fuel for us. 

The day came to pack the aircraftwith our long 
range tanks, tents, sleeping bags, clothing and 
tools,2-strokeoil anda 2 litre boltleofwater and 
a few nibbles. We were to leave our ground 
crew, Pam, David's wife, and Carol and Adam, 
Oliver's wife and son, to wait for us in Cairns. 

been in the air for this long before. We were 
elated by this successful flight and quite pleased 
with ourselves. The aircraft were refuelled and 
we camped for the night on the airstri p. The next 
day we set off for Coen, our next stopping place 
en route to Musgrave. We landed in the cricket 
pitch alongside the pub and garage. In the air 
again and heading for Coen where we landed in 
the racetrack in the centre of town as the airfield 

ACCOMMODATION MT. 

Oliver Males & the powerchutes 

is 22 kID out of town - a long way to carry 20 
litre containers of fuel. Our campsite that night 
was shared with some cattle. 

Early next morning we headed for 'Batavia 
Downs' a large cattle station. We had been 
having some trouble now and then with our 
radios. This morning when we were aproaching 
Batavia Downs we landed in an old property 
called 'Mein Camp'. This was nearly a disaster. 
The area we landed in was full of deep holes and 
ant beds. We wal ked to the road and checked our 
direction and then set out to make a runway so 
that we could take off. We had landed at 9.00 
a.m. and itwas not until 3.00 p.m. that I was able 
to get Oliver away. I then had to stay on the 
ground for another three hours before I could 
take off. As I began my take off roll the aircraft 
veered to the right on lift off - the propeller 
struck an ant bed then made a whistling sound. 
As the aircraft continued to climb with no vibra
tion I decided to continue on . I arrived atBatavia 
Downs just before dark to discover that the 
propeller was ruined. 

We rang our ground crew and informed them 
of our plight. They contacted Ansett who 
generously offered to fly a replacement 
propeller to Weipa free of charge. Jane ran us 
into Weipa to pick it up. 

The next morning we prepared to take off. As 
I started my ground roll the aircraft veered to the 
right just as it did two days before. Upon close 
inspection it was found that the axle was bent. 
A few minutes in the workshop and we were 
ready to try again. This next leg was the longest 

BEAUTY 
MOUNTAIN CREEK HOLIDAY CENTRE 

Situated at the base of Mt. Emu, a popular han glider launching site in the 
Kiewa Valley, Victoria. Reasonably priced accommodation from $5 per person 
per day in well appointed 8 bed flats or cabins on a beautiful 45 acre property. 
Land on the doorstep at the well known Mountain Creek Rd. horse paddock 
han glider landing site next door. 
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Large group, fully catered bunkhouse accommodation also available for groups 
from 15 to 60 people at budget rates. 

Telephone: (057) 572 965 

SKYSAILOR 



flying over very rugged country that pilots 
call 'Tiger Country', over Heathlands Na
tional Park and the mighty Jardine River. The 
airstrip at Batavia Downs is 1.2 kms long and 
runs uphill. As you attempt to get airborne the 
ground follows you. With our Powered 
Parachutes fully loaded carrying 80 litres of 
fuel a nd all our gear, we set off usi ng a II of 
the runway to clear the trees at the end. Slow
ly we climbed and set course for Bamaga. 

About an hour into the flight we en
countered a rain squall - we had no option but 
to fly through it, not generally done in a 
Powered Parachute. We got soaked. As we flew 
in these conditions we kept our eyes gl ued to the 
Altimeter just to make sure that as the parachute 
got wet we weren't being forced down . Wh:le in 
odd places, as well as the road, there are places 

to land a Powered Parachute, once down you 
would not be able to take off again so the 
decision to fly through the rain was the only one 
we had. I mentioned earlier about our 'automatic 

pilot system'. This was a boon and made flying 
quite simple, in fact twice whilst airborne David 
changed a film in his 35 mm camera without a 

problem. 

Imagine yourself flying virtually in the middle 
of nowhere bei ng able to see across to the ocea ns 
on either side of the Cape when all of a sudden 
someone calls you on the radio - it makes your 
heart leap. Adrian, who was travelling by road 
in a four wheel drive negotiating a creek cross-

November 1993 

The tip of Australia, Cape York 

ing, heard us approaching and gave us a call. We 
could not see him from the air, but met up with 
him a day later at Bamaga and relived our ex
perience of that radio call. It was good to know 
that there was someone on the ground we could 
contact if we had problems. Before we left 
Batavia Downs we arranged with Greg & Jane 
to contact the Bamaga Police if they did not hear 
from us within 6 hours . 

We were now approaching the Jardine River. 
The river and the wetlands nearby are a wonder
ful sight. The Jardine was always a challenge to 

travellers trying to make it to the top before the 
advent of the ferry crossing. Shortly after cross
ing the Jardine we could make out the clearing 
for the Bamaga Airstrip. The original clearing 
was done for a wartime strip known as 'Jacky 
Jacky' and is 3 kilometres long. The bitumen 
that is used today is only a fraction oftha! length. 

The end of this, our longest leg of the flight, 
was close. We made our way into a crosswind 
to turn onto the end of this clearing. We were 
then in a full on headwind of about 20 knots. 
It took us 15 mi nutes to reach the threshold, a 
few more to land and absolute joy, we had 
won - 3 hours and 56 minutes after taking off 
at Batavia Downs, completing the longest 
Powered Parachute flight in Australia, if not 
the world. Due to the strength of the wind we 
organised some fuel and made ourselves 
ready for the next leg. 

Early next morning, Sunday 10 th October, 
wesetoffto fly overthe tipof Australia. As there 
is nowhere to land a Powered Parachute at the 
tip it had to be a round trip. We took off from 
Bamaga with low cloud and threatening rain to 
take photos and land back at Sesia, a small 
Islander community. We feel pleased and proud 
to be the first people to fly Powered Parachutes 
to the top of Australia and over the tip. As 
mentioned before, a great many people helped 
to make this trip possible. Our ground crew, 
people we met on the way, companies who 
helped as mentioned: Ansett, Seaswift who 
brought our aircraft back to Cairns by boat free, 
FlightWest Airlines who did the same for David 
and Oliver, and many many more. The aim of 
this flight was to raise money to help Kids with 
Cancer. Whilst the exact amount is not known 
at this time the Powered Parachute team have 

raised $2,000.00. * 

PROTECH RACE 
AUTOMATIC 'LAID BACK' 

positioning when activating 
the speed bar. 

INTEGRATED RESERVE 
CONTAINERS AND RISERS. 

OPTIONAL BALLAST BAG for 
10 litres of water or inflated 

for extra protection. 

AUTOMATIC SHOULDER 
STRAPS ADJUSTMENT. 
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~Jb~ ~~ ~~ "What an Excellent Day!" ~Jb~ ~~ ~~ 
by Chris Drake 

A fter the argument with my accelerator-foot during the drive to 
.£"\.the hill (you know, the bit when you see the gliders up there, 
the wind is lookingperfect, your heart beats 10 times faster, but the 
speed limits stays at 60), I arrived to feverishly assemble my Aero. 

A quick visit to the 100, then make sure to move my car keys from my 
front to my back pocket (one soon remembers to do this when one has 
bulky keys, and takes off a few times, only to land soon after in pain), and 
a neato show-off launch; I 'm up into the 20 kt sea breeze above bald hill. 

This is the day. New girlfriend has giant grassy back yard at Mt Ousley 
(30 minutes south by car), so I decided to a t least Oy over, take a photo, 
and perhaps even land. Crossed the gap to "Mitchells" without a problem, 
still with the recent memory of 30 minutes spent scratching for lift along 
the shallow cliff-face in front whilst being continually attacked by some 
stupid bird who had an aggressive hatred of my king-post. 

A quick pass along the ridge, and then I jumped the next gap, noticing 
that I was being followed by 2 other gliders. Then followed, in the frenzy 
of the gorgeous wind, a rush along the coast, bar-to-the knees to keep out 
of the clouds. Conscious of my followers, I managed well. 

Admiring the scenery of Wollongong's escarpment as it passed by, 
lazing momentarily above the lookout to stare back at the rubber- necks, 
then onward, into ... my adventure. One of my followers, now passi ng by 
me, decided it might be a good idea to crash into the jungle. "Hmmm," I 

.. thought, as he circled below the tree line and out of sight, I wonder why ... 
My thoughts were cut short by the most turbulent moment of (lying I've 
ever experienced. I changed di rection promptly, merely a c1iff-or-two from 

"goal" and headed back to the friendly & familiar territory of Stanwell 
Park, only to hear mother nature whispering "Oh no, you don ' t," as all 
wind stopped. I thought I had her beat when lift slightly returned and I 

FASCINATION OF 
OUR NEW LINE 
ALTO VARIO BASIS 
• Altimeter up to 5500 m (17500 ft) • Vario 
analog/digital . Audio - ASI system 
• Memo for 5 flights 

ALTO VARIO CLASSICI 
ALTO VARIO COMPETITION 
• Easy to use with audio feedback keyboard 
• Altimeter up to 10000 m (30000 ft) • Au
dio - ASI system • Nomonal flight calculator 
• TEK • Temperature indication • Speed 
• 2 clocks • Memo for 25 flights 
Additional flight recorder at COMPETITION 
• Resolution 1 m(3ft)upt06000m(18000ft) 
• Scan rate variable • 25 flights storable 
max. 70 h • Speed values storable 
• Parallel (Centronics) and serial (RS 232) 
connector for printout 

Australian Distributor: 

managed to keep at c1iff-top-height, but a second bout of turbulence threw 
me below the top, and into ... very dramatic sink. 

The other glider was nowhere to be seen, and all I was thinking was 
"Thank goodness I'm a bit of an explorer, and I noticed a neat track leading 
to a road back there," before it quickly carne time for me to pick out a soft 
bit of rainfores t to call my own . I decided on a nice soft-looking clearing 
just beyond that huge tree down there and headed for it. I've n ever been 
in so much sink before, and therefore not accustomed to making good 
approaches (let alone into the middle-of-nowhere jungl e!) and found 
myself lying face-down in soft, squelchy undergrowth in a tiny clearing 
in front of the tree. In my excitement (nervousness?) I 'd forgotten to put 
my feet down, and quite literally landed on my face . 

Completely unscathed. An inch in front of my nose was a very mean and 
ugly rock, which had taken out my cross-bar. Better that than my face at 
least. Otherwise, everything was O.K. I got out of my harness, smiled at 
my good fortune, and it instantly began to pour with heavy rain . Good '01 

nature was teaching me a lesson, it would seem. Ten minutes later, I had 
my glider packed up (complete with much greenery, and not without much 
diffi culty - it 's amazi ng how un-level the ground is up close, compared to 
when you see it from above). Murmuring the usual discontentm ent one 
might imagine, carrying a damned heavy yellow tube of glider through a 
thick jungle in the rain, I proceeded towards the track I 'd seen. Part way, 
I stepped over someone's beenie lying in amongst the green vines. With 
one leg either side of it , and my mind saying "How'd a beenie get in the 
middle of nowhere?" I looked downwards a second time, to discover a 
neatly-coiled black-coloured snake looking back at me. Several life-times 
later, many more expletives, and the biggest, longest, most earnest wide

berth-giving step later, I hurl ed the glider in front of me, jumped on top of 
it, and stood in the rain ex hausti ng my supply of expletives. 

Several minutes of rational thought had me irra tio nally back on my feet, 

12/30 Kalaroo Rd, Redhead NSW 2290, Tel: 049499199, Fax: 049499395 
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taking more sinking-into-the-undergrowth steps towards the track, al
though this time a bit slower and with much more care. Finally, I made it, 
leant the glider upa tree (out of the rain), and tookoffin search of the other 
pilots, in case they needed help. 

After quite a while of unsuccessful searching, I made my miserable way 
back to civilisation, failed dismally at hitchhi king (probably the rain) after 
finding that Tracey wasn't home (after all that!) . I finally got picked up by 
a bus, and during the trip back, heard on the radio about the rescue 
helicopter being called out to search for 3 missing pilots (more fool the 
other two for thinking I knew what I was doing and following me!). 

I called the police on arrival to alert them that I was O.K, gingerly giving 
my address etc, and worrying about how much I might have to pay rescue 
blokes for looking for me (nothing, it turned out). 

I managed to drive to a locked gate at the start of the bush track a very 
long way from my glider. I agonised for a few seconds about what the 
council might say if I drove into their property, then picked the lock, 
deciding to explain later. I had to explain to a few house owners right at 
the start why I was driving my sports car up a muddy bush trail in the rain, 
and then drove as far as I could, until I bogged down about 100 m from 

my glider. 

Much mud in my car later, I had my kite, found my way out again, and 
re-Iocked the fence on what my logbook describes today as my most 
excellent flight ever. I never did find out who the other2 were. Would love 

to swap stories! * 

Come fly with us 
MT. COLE, BEAUFORT, 

Victoria 
Home ofthe 1993 National Hang Gliding 

& Para Gliding Competitions 

Dynamic Flight Hang 
Gliding School 

instructor Rohan 
Holtkamp lives & 
operates locally. 

and the 
Mt.Cole Challenge 

Hang Gliding Trophy 
(25km triangle course) 

Mt.Cole Challenge 
Para Gliding Trophy 

(distance event) 

(Competition for either Hang Gliding 
or Para Gliding Challenge may be 

conducted at any time during the year) 

Beaufort is situated one and a half 
hours west of Melbourne on the 

Western Highway. 

Accommodation available: 
Motel, hotels, caravan parks, 

camping, bed &' breakfast. 
Competition accommodation at 

Raglan Recreation Reserve 
(with power, hot &' cold showers) 

Enquiri es: Phone (053) 49 2845 

The Eagle School Of Hang Gliding IS 

proud to announce that we can now offer 
Victorians one of the most comprehensive flight 
Training facilities in Australia. 
Powered Hang Gliding Instruction with one of Australia's most 
experienced CFls: 

Trial Introductory Flights 
Tugmaster Endorsements 
Passenger Endorsements 

Extended Ops Endorsements 
Pilot Certificate Courses 

Trike Hire: We now have 2 trikes hangered fully setup, roll-in, roll-out for ease of getting into the air. 900 m 
maintained grass strip with minimal traffic and no airspace restrictions. We have on-line a Pegasus XL (high 
power) Tug and a Pegasus Q. 

Fully Certified Level 2 Hang Gliding Instruction: 
Aerotow Endorsements 
Novice Certificate Courses 
Tandem Instruction Flights 
Tandem Aerotowed Flights 

Ground Tow Endorsements 
Introductory Courses 
Equipment Hire 
Refresher Courses (speciality) 

We sell new and used gliders, trikes, spare parts and accessories. We have very comfortable accommoda
tion for 8 people (bed & breakfast) . Our location is legendary (at the base of Mt Buffalo), our sites and 
weather allow us to offer you some of the best, most consistent flying available. 

Backed by Moyes Hang Gliders the Eagle School of Hang Gliding will get you into the air 
safely and efficiently. 

PO Box 170 Porepunkah 3740 Phone/fax 057 551724 Mobile 018 570168 
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Reprinted from Airborn, 

October-November 1993 

Pacific Paragliders have just released 

their new intermediate/advanced-pa

raglider. Chris Davies of Max Air tests 

the new wing in Queenstown 

irstimpressions of the new Blade 
39 were very good and, like they 
say, first impressions last. The 
new Pacific bag is very staunch 
and quite large. This will make 

customers happy that they won't have to 
pressure fit their equipment each time they 
pack up. Shoulder straps are custom 
designed and very comfortable. Only one 
complaint - no pocket on the out side to 
store various bits and pieces. The marketing 
manager assures me that this bag will have 
a pocket in the future - perfect! 

Coming out of the bag I was concerned 
that the fluoro green canopy might clash 
with my flight suit - no matter, ne;eds must! 

The Blade is a four riser wing with 
trimmers on the D risers and a speed system 
- the now familiar 'B' for 2 or 3cm then with 
the A riser and the 'c' in a 1:2 ratio. 

Lines are 1.7mm Vectran (the new, no 
creep wonder line) and the rigging is in 
single and double cascade form. The 
production model is to have 1.3mm Vectran 
on the upper cascades which should increase 
speed by about lkph. Interestingly the centre 
lines are double redundant - a good feature 
that counteracts the turn in a collapse and 
also reduces pressure on these lines while 
launching. 

Playing with the wing on the L.Z. in 
Queenstown in a light breeze proved a lot of 
fun. On minimum or maximum speed the 
Blade reverse launches superbly. Holding 
, A' risers or not, the wing comes straight up 
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with no tendency to overshoot It will come 
up beautifully holding one riser only and 
two steps to one side will leave the wing 
hovering overhead nicely. Even with an 
extremely messy bundle on the ground the 
Blade will shape up well with a few co
ordinated tugs on control lines or risers. 

The forward launch will satisfy any pilot 
as it can be brought overhead with the use of 
'A' riser or 'A's and 'B's together or no 
risers at all. 

Aying it for the first time was a pleasant 
surprise. Turn-in is superb. Very tight turns 
being the order of the day to stay up in the 
spring thermals (less than 2mJs mostly). I 
spent 35 minutes aloft and gained about 200 
metres during the flight It is truly a pleasure 
to fly - highly responsive to brake and 
weight shift inputs - small thermals will 
prove no problem to core nicely. 

Handling reminded me of my Omega 
proto but without the high energy dive in a 
quick turn. Brake pressure is commendably 
light but it is not a two fmger machine. 
Handles are comfortable and pulleys squeak 
free. 

Stability is high and I never looked at the 
wing after the first 3 or 4 minutes. No 
collapses occurred while thermalling despite 
the punchy and turbulent nature of the 
Skyline bubbles at this time of year. 

Its top speed is not outstanding even with 
trimmers full up-but this is not a competition 
wing. Quoted speed is 39kph with trimmers 
up and 43 with speed bar deployed (Not 

tested). Speed should be adequate for any 
occasion bar drag racing. 

After flying away from the hill and in 
open air I commenced asymmetrical tuck 
tests with one A riser. With no input and 
60% collapsed the wing turns less than 90° 
and opens evenly and quickly - an ACPUIJ 
AFNOR 'A'. 

Frontal collapses were no drama even 
with savage pulls on both A risers. Another 
'A' . Wingovers were fast and furious with 
opposite brake stabs required at the top of 
the swing to prevent frontal closures. I must 
stress that I went pretty hard on the 
wingovers and feel that intermediate pilots 
are not likely to push the envelope that far. 

The spiral dive is great fun with high 
rotational speed, good sink rate and high 
stability. Upon exiting from the spiral the 
Blade has a unique characteristic which I 
have never encountered before. When 
spiralling hard and raising both hands 
quickly the wing continues to turn for a few 
seconds while gradually coming out of the 
dive. No surges or zero 'G' spots for this 
baby. The landing is a breeze. 
DAY 2 

The factory has engaged me to perform 
the AFNOR standard tests on the canopy. 
(These are the same tests as done by ACPUL 
in their test program.) 

The weather begins looking sad as a strong 
cold front approached from the north. Grey 
clouds coming over the top from the North 
West and a defmite .Westerly flow on the 
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ICOM Count on us! 

With ICOIO, 
you're never alone 

up there 

~he IC-AZO MKII is your guarantee 

.. that whatever happens you will 

never be alone in the skies. This powerful 

handheld transceiver acts like a dependable 

navigator and co-pilot, ensuring you never 

lose contact wi"th your base or the ground. 

ICOM's state of the art VOR navigation 

system includes Course Deviation Indicator 

and Automatic Bearing Set System, and 

includes DVOR mode that lets you find out 

your aircraft's location by receiving signals 

from 2 VOR stations. So you always know 

where you are and where you are heading. 

A dual tuning system allows you to use the 

turning knob or illuminated keypad, while 20 

channel memories, programme and memory 

scan capabilities provide simplicity of 

operation that few other models can match. 

The IC-A20 MKII provides immediate 

emergency frequency access and fully meets 

the tough requirements of the Department of 

Transport and Communications for ground 

to air transceivers. 

No wonder pilots all around the world, 

depend on the proven communication skills 

of ICOM, wherever they fly. 

For further information call free on (008) 338 915 

or write to Reply Paid 1009 lcom Australia Pty Ltd 

P. O. Box 1162 Windsor Victoria 3181 

Telephone (03) 529 7582 A.C.N. 006 092575 

IC-A20 MKD leOM Awcralia', warrancy i"only applicable 10 products purchased from cheir auchorised Awcralian Dealer, . 
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lake. Up to the top anyway for the video 
camera. 

First, I was to perform search for deep 
stall with brakes and rear risers and full 
stall, with microphone attached to the front 
of my helmet to give a commentary as I do 
each manoeuvre. Conditions at take off 
were strange; strong winds switching from 
front to back but no wicked gusts. 

I launch easily and climb in buoyant lift 
over the ponds and head out towards 
Queenstown Bay. To test for deep stall the 
requirement is to depress the brakes until 
the glider goes mushy and begins to descend 
vertically then raise the brakes slowly to see 
if the glider has any tendency to stay in the 
deep (steady state) stall. It's too easy and 
the glider flies away happily. Now with the 
rear risers and this time I induce the stall and 
almost go to far and full stall - releasing 
slowly the wing once again flies away 
without any fuss. 

For the full stall I depress the brakes to the 
stall point then bury both hands. The canopy 
rocks back and begins thrashing about above 
me. I hold it four seconds and then let hands 
up as fast as possible The wing dives away 
and recovers nicely. Another ACPUL A. 
Once on the ground the factory test pilot 
explains that without taking a wrap to stall 
the glider it won't actually stabilise in that 
familiar horseshoe and hence the recovery 
will surge more and generally be more 
messy. But no apparent problem with the 
recovery from what would be a worst case 
scenario. 
DAY 3 

The day is perfect despite the hideous 
forecast the evening before - typical 
Queenstown. Light westerly wind and the 
most amazing cumulus development over 
the Remarkables and Coronet Peak. 

First flight tests are; Aptitude to tum, 
Asymmetric and frontal deflations. The 
aptitude to tum test is passed with 6 seconds 
to spare (Test is to perform 3600 left and 
3600 right within 18 seconds) Truly this is 
a tight turning paraglider! Going extremely 
hard produces outside closures but this is 
curable by stabbing the outside brake at the 
appropriate moments. 

The asymmetric deflation test involves 
pulling one 'A' riser savagely, holding it 
down for four seconds and then releasing. It 
must recover within four seconds after 
release and turn less than 900 to pass as 'A' . 
Well, holding the riser down proves tough 
as the front thrashes as if to say "Let me 
fly!". Correspondingly the recovery is fast 
and efficient. Even with 60-70% collapsed 
less than 1800 is turned during the nrst four 
seconds and less than 900 in the recovery. 
Very impressive - try doing that in my Edel 
Racer if you wanta heavy dose of adrenaline! 
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ABOVE; THE BLADE 39 IN 

NORMAL FLIGHT 

RIGHT; CHRIS PUTS IT 

THROUGH THE ACPUL 

RECOVERY TESTS 

Photos; Phillip von Deurs 

The frontal collapse is similar. Pull both 
'A' risers down hard and hold for four 
seconds. Down they come and the front 
thrashes about trying to fly and I'm 
struggling to hold them there. 

I let go and away she flies without so 
much as a hiccup! . 
Flight 2 

Up I go again, this time to perform the 
Spin, Asymmetric stall and wingovers. 

There seems to be a general lack of 
understanding regarding the two nrst 
manoeuvres and I shall explain. The spin 
involves flying at minimum speed Gust off 
the stall point) then raising one brake while 
depressing the other fully - hold for four 
seconds or one full rotation then release 
brakes. The spin tends to develop quickly, 
and the Blade is no exception- doing the 
3600 in three counted seconds. Then the 
wing starts flying, surges and flies away. 
The surge is big but not beyond 900

• 

Then the Asymmetric stall. Here, one 
brake is held at 50% while the other is 
pushed through to the stall. The tum starts 
slowly and does approximately 1800 in 3 
seconds before whipping away quickly. I 
hold for the full four seconds - questioning 
my decision to do this stuff - and release! 
Here it gets a little confusing. I think this is 
what happened; the canopy started flying 
and surges suffering an asymmetric tuck 
(left I think) and whipping away to one side 
spinning me 1800

, giving me half a twist in 
the risers. I've been instructed to make no 
input and resist the temptation to apply 
brake or unwrap. At this stage I'm more 
worried about my glasses which have nearly 
fallen off! 

The recovery is dramatic but quick and 
the next thing I know I'm flying along 
wondering how many wingovers I can 
squeeze in before having to approach above 
Eichardts pub. 
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Flight 3 
This time I'm to do more asymmetrical 

deflations of increased severity and B riser 
stall. I attempt pulling the A and B 's together 
but cannot get the wing to collapse no 
matter how hard I pull - all I can do is make 
itturn!. So with both hands I grab an pull the 
A riser hard. With 70 % down there is no 
spiral dive and a fast recovery. 

Orienting myself to the camera I go for 
the B stall and descend for four seconds. 
The release is sweet and the slight surge 
wouldn'traiseeven my mother'spulserate! 
The landing on the small beach is again no 
problem and sadly this is the last time I'm to 
fly the Blade until our order for the school 
arrives. 

My thoughts on the Blade 39 are as 
follows. It's an excellent wing with great 
recoveries from those para-nasties. It 
thermals supremely well and carves like 
crazy when you fly it actively but won't 
punish those who just like to cruise around. 
The glide and sink rate seem well adequate 
to perform cross country missions without 
difficulty. 

The recoveries from the two most common 
malfunctions, namely asymmetrical and 
frontal are totall y reliable and quick to boot. 
The asymmetric stall (which can be 
encountered while trying too hard in ridge 
lift or thermals gives so much warning that 
things aren't going according to plan that 
no one could allow it to develop into a spin. 

It's a confidence inspiring wing that turns 
like nothing I've ever flown except my 
Omega 26 and that is no mean achievement 
- I can't praise enough the turning ability of 
this wing! It features top performance for 
it's class with good stability and excellent 
recovery characteristics. 

Pacific Paragliders have, without a doubt, 
produced the best wing ever made in New 
Zealand and I am confident that the future 
sales of the Blade 39 will prove it ! What 
else can I say except,"Get one soon!" 

For further information contact Steve 
Marshall RMB 6272 Wodonga VIC 3690, 
phone 060 271739. * 
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Landings 
by Brian Rushton 

Landings in unknown inland areas and in 
variable conditions. Ifpossible beforehand, 
drive along your intended route and survey 
potential hazards (valley wind affects and 
slope of ground, powerlines etc etc). 

When cross country flying take note of 
the velocity and direction of any smoke and 
as you get lower, any other wind indicators 
eg dust, trees, washing on lines and espe
ciall y dams. Even if you are headed for the 
bombout paddock your senses should be 
totally in observation mode. If you have 
been flying at altitude and now fmd your
self getting low, a good thing to try is to 
hold your nose and blow hard and pop your 
ears, This "blows the cobwebs away" and 
it's like taking off your earmuffs - the sen
sation is one of increased awareness. 

Your chosen landing paddock should be 
large etc, and once you arrive there ensure 
about 500 ft altitude to suss out the wind or 
make a last minute emergency decision to 
land elsewhere if the paddock proves un
suitable on closer inspection. A few points 
to remember: 

a) fly 360's over the paddock to check for 
drift; 
b) fly along your intended approach pattern 
scanning carefully for tree movement and 
monitoring ground speed; 
c) look for hawks and kestrels which al
ways hover into the wind. If you still can't 
determine the wind direction then it will be 
so light that it shouldn't be any great drama. 

Make sure you allow yourself room to 

overshoot if necessary. Remember you 
should still be able to flare and run with the 
glider even in 5 mph tailwind. If your pad
dock is sloping this would be a good reason 
to land up-slope which would also help 
with the flare. I have landed in conditions 
where I could not determine the wind direc
tion and after being prepared to run on 
landing, discovered a slight tailwind. As 
long as you keep your wings level and don't 
try to tum, you should have no worries with 
running off the extra groundspeed. * 

FOR SALE 
AirBorne 
Edge 582 

Full spec instruments, full flight 
history and maintenance logs 

IVO prop, only 62 hours total time. 
Less than 12 months old 

AS NEW to suit new buyer. 
Includes full trike covers and 

BRAND NEW, zero time engine. 
Traded in on Pegasus trike 

This month's special 
$13,9000no 

Sky Cycles Pty Ltd 
Phone (03) 5875975 

or 018 336 346 
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'Dave Redman Fund Raiser' 
Proudly sponsored by 

Aussie Born and Moyes 
1st Prize - Aussie Born - Racer Harness - value $890 

2nd Prize - Moyes - Tracer Harness - value $795 

3rd Prize - Moyes - Flying Suit - value $300 

Drawn Flatlands Presentation 16th January 1994 

Cost: 2 tickets for $5.00 

Post your money to: 

D Scott, Aussie Born 

7 The Drive 

Stanwell Park 2508 

All proceeds to Dave Redman 

As you may be aware, one of the up and coming pilots of today, Dave Redman was 

critically injured during the NSW State Titles when he flew into power lines on the last 

day of competition. 

Dave was badly burnt and is expected to be hospitalised for 2-3 months. 

To ease the financial burden of an extended hospital stay, Danny Scott and Vicki Cain 

have put together this raffle in the hope that all pilots will rally together by buying a 

ticket or tickets to help out a mate in need. 

Fly safe. 

Kind regards, 
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Danny Scott 

Aussie Born 

042943240 

Vicki Cain 

Moyes Gliders 

023875622 
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~TOP DRfAMING ! 
Reprinted from 

Aug/Sept 

Cross Country 

by Rachel Alexander 

In our dreams the ethereal fantasy of new equipment and interna
tional travel is in reality a time-consuming goal that remains 
elusive for 99% of pilots who endeavour to find it. I have sat on 
both sides of the fence. In my professional capacity as marketing 
manager for various enterprises, I am well-versed in refusing 
sponsorship applications. On the contrary as an aspiring hang 
glider pilot, I invested three years of hard work applying for 
sponsorship in Britain and New Zealand. 

Only 6 weeks prior to the Women's 
Worlds in Japan, I still did not have 
enough money for the airfare. After 

three year s of hunting without finding a 
major cash sponsor, I lost hope . I had 
failed. With a University degree in mar
keting, I could not even market myself! 
A week later, to my disbelief, I was fully 
sponsored with twice the amount of 
money I had asked for sitting in my bank 
account. I paid off my Fever, plus a new 
harness, parachute, instruments, flying 
suit and enjoyed an all-expenses paid trip 
to Japan. The sponsors invested over 
twice the amount again in film footage, 
even hiring a public relations specialist in 
Japan to allow me to concentrate fully on 
the event! 
Why did Christchurch International Air
port sponsor me? What did I do that 
helped them make the decision? 
What can you do to improve you chance 
of turning the elusive dream into reality? 

A COMPANY PERSPECTIVE 

As a Marketing Manager, I have three pr
erequisites for sponsorship applications: 
1 - Above all , the concept must fit with 
current company strategy with a link to 
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the organisation 
• The idea targets , the right audience 

their key customers. 
• There must be money in my sponsoro

ship budget. 
2 - The proposal must offer tangibk ben
efits like media exposure. Companies do 
not make money by giving it away! 
3 -The individual must be motivated 
enough to make it work with a proven 
track record in both competitive sporting 
ability and media coverage. 

A PERSUER'S PERSPECTIVE 
T Finding out about company strategy 
Before you approach the next company, 
ask yourself: What can I find out about 
the current company strategy? Who are 
their customers? Have they launched a 
new brand needing promotion? Where do 
they advertise? What sort of people read 
these magazines, etc? Can I get media 
exposure in places that these people will 
see it? How can I relate this to free fly
ing? 
Take Christchurch International Airport 
(in my home city) for an example: 
The current company strategy is to make 
Christchurch the preferred entry point for 
in bound Asian tourists, especially young 
adventure-minded Japanese. The airport 
is a subdivision of the council who are 
promoting Christchurch in the province 
of Canterbury which is leading the 
company out of recession .. . Bingo for 
budgets. 

T What to put in your proposal 
1 - A brief introduction explaining the 
link between the company and the sport, 
the dollar benefit for them and a one-liner 
as to why you; 
2 - Your profile including competition re
suits, overseas flying, age, profession etc. 

3 - An itinerary of planned events/info on 
main events; 
4 - Potential media plays for example 
Judy Leden's crossing of the Channel or 
jumping off a volcano; 
5 - Past media exposure examples; 
6 - Exploitation potential, relationship to 
company strategy - use all of the tangible 
benefits; 
7 - Cost; 
8 - Photo showing visual impact of their 
logo on the sail. 

T Tangible benefits 
Ring some of these magazines/ news
papers and think of an angle that might 
interest its readers. Get them to do a story 
on you; they are always looking for new 
material, or get 2 or 3 to send a letter con
firming they will do a story. Now you 
have something tangible to offer I have 
signage in English and Japanese on a 
headband, jacket, flying suit, helmet , 
harness & glider so any photos in these 
stories will always give credit to my 
sponsor. 
Try .a~proaching radio stations. (Instead 
of giVIng cash, on return for a little sign
age, on my glider one radio station offer
ed .me $NZ 8000 of radio advertising 
which I could sell or offer as a tangible 
benefit to a sponsor). 
Outline the exploitation potential of the 
sponsorship: you are an excellent subject 
for cre~tive advertising campaigns; you 
could give speeches or goal setting traing 
at staff conferences; you could offer to 
train someone as a prize for staff or 
customers; you and/or your glider make 
eye-catching displays at tradeshows, and 
large events. Cut out photos of sponsored 
gliders or photocopy the company logo 
out of the phone book onto clear plastic 
and place this over a photo of your glider 
to demonstrate the visual impact. 
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Ager Hang Gliding 
Pre-Worlds 

Information will be sent on a regular basis to 
all FAI affiliated associations but we would like 
to emphasise that preferential accommodation 
will be allocated on a first come, first served 
basis. An information pack with details about 
team size, transport arrangement for non
European teams, local regulations, insurances, 
accommodation etc will be available before the 
end of this year. It is ·the responsibility of each 
team manager to inform himself of all the neces
sary requirements. 

The prize money for the Pre-Worlds will be a 
mlnlmumof: 

1. 1st place - 500,000 pesetas 

2. 2nd place - 300,000 pesetas 

3. 3rd place - 200,00 pesetas 

In addition there will be 10,000 pesetas for the 
winner of each task. 

Programme: 
June 27-July 1: Registration, training 
July 2: Opening Ceremonies, briefing 
July 3-9: Competition - preliminaries 
July 10-15: Competition - finals 
July 16: Qosing ceremony 

Please note that the competition is a 13 day 
event. 

Omclal teams 
Team sizes will be restricted to 8 (eight) pilots, 

The airport were able to exploit the 
extensive media coverage for the 3rd 
Women's World Championship in Japan. 
I used the opportunity to create further 
coverage by giving out press releases and 
photos to journalists on the site and 
spending time in Tokyo after the event to 
arrange interviews about Christchurch. 

with two teams allowed per country for the top 
ten countries in the previous Worlds (Owens 
Valley 1993). These are USA, Australia, UK, 
Switzerland, Austria, Germany, France, Brazil, 
Mexico and Italy. In addition, we will allow two 
teams from the host country, Spain. 

Carhlre 
We have contacted several car hire companies 
who specialise in vans with roof racks. The best 
offer to date and subject to the company hiring 
among all the competitors in the Pre-Worlds, a 
minimum total of 8 vehicles for 20 days is 
approximately 15,000 pesetas per day. This is 
for a 9 seater minibus, with roof racks. The cost 
includes all taxes, unlimited distance, car stereo, 
all risk insurance, RACC roadside assistance, air 
conditioning, 24 hour breakdown service, re
placement vehicle in case of breakdown. It does 
not include fuel. 

Invitees 
Due to the great interest already shown in the 
Ager Pre-Worlds, it has been decided to restrict 
the number of guest pilots to 50 on a strictly first 
come, first served basis. All pilots who believe 
that they will not be in their official team and 
who are interested in participating in the com
petition should put themselves in contact as soon 
as possible with the organisers and should also 
ensure that the relevant subscription or deposit 
is paid before the due date. 

Entry fees 
The entry fee for the competition is 40,000 
pesetas, payable to the Ayuntamiento of Ager, 

of clothing and 
equipment. To get 
all of this organ-
ised takes a great deal of effort! 

T Recommendations 
1 - Choose companies who: if they refuse 
to offer cash may offer useful product 
support 

~ Individual motivation • whose strategy/target audience links in 
Do your homework; a little research goes well with you/the sport/the event 
a long way. Differentiate yourself from • Who are likely to have some money to 
the hundreds of other applicants by spare. 
presenting a professional proposal tail- ~ - Don't choose companies who have 
ored to the company and post or fax sum- Just sponsored someone else. 
maries of meetings/action points. Invest al • Phone the company and ask for the 
few days to get some really superb photo- Gen~ral. Manager or ~arketing ~anageL 
graphs - enlist the help of a profesional if AVOId filters such as sponsorship execu-
you can. Demonstrate that you are tives". Know the name ~f who you have 
prepared to put in a lot of effort to make to speak to; ?ave a key. link and a doll~r-
it work; so many people just take the related tangible benefit prepared .to I~-
money and run. I used logos from com- tere~t them . Try to get an Interview If 
panies who had donated product support pOSSible. 
in a few articles to demonstrate that the 
airport would get tangible benefits from 
the sponsorship, but I had to tell them 
how many television stations were going 
to be at the event. I dedicated a huge 
amount of time prior to, dqring and after 
the competition to ensure that they really 
did get some value from their investment. 
The worlds "Fantastic Christchurch" 
were splashed on every conceivable item 
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If all else fails, 
try something different: 

• Think of a stunt, arrange media exposure, 
then look for sponsors. 
• Send a presentation to advertising 
agencies. 
• Go to you Mayor and ask for contacts (it 
worked for me!). 

by cheque, postal giro or direct transfer. The 
account details are as follows : 
Ajuntament De La Vila D'Ager 
La Caixa Placa de la Sal 5-6, 25007 Lerida 
Account No. 2100-0004041-0201087731. 

50% (20,000) of the entry fee must be paid 
before 1.6.1994 and the balance during the offi
cial registration days. 

A late payment fee of 10,000 will apply to all 
entry fees received that have a posting mark later 
than 1.6.1994. This rule will be strictly applied. 
In other words you must send your letter with 
guaranteed cheque on or before 1st June 1994. 

Whatever method of payment you use, we 
strongly recommend that you safeguard your 
postage and bank receipt as proof of payment in 
case of subsequent problems and that you send 
all important correspondence by certified post. 
The burden of proof will rest with the pilot. 

Official maps of the competition area, with 
turnpoint and goal photos will be available from 
February 1994. Any additional maps to those 
supplied to the pilots will be available at cost 
price. The local rules will also be available. 

Each pilot will be required to have a current 
FAI sporting licence and an insurance policy 
certifying cover for 50,000,000 (fifty million) 
pesetas against third party claims. Any pilot 
without this will be obliged to take out a policy 
which will be supplied by the organisers at the 
pilot's own expense. 

Accommodation 
We are supplying a free booking service for 

Never send your proposar 
before they know it is com 
ing; It will only get lost in 

the bottom of the in-try. If they "don't 
sponsor individuals" or aren't interested, 
don 't waste your time but do ask for 
referrals . Start networking. Sponsorship 
is often a matter of who you know, not 
what you know. 
3 - Present a professional proposal - if 
they haven't met you, how do they know 
you are a good prospect? 
4 - If you secure a meeting, take some
thing special! interesting to show them. 
S - Check the taxation laws of spon
so rship in your country in case it is 
classed as income. 
6 - Include bonu s payments for good 
competition results in your agreement. 
7 - Have signage visible at all times. 

After three years of hunting and heart
ache, I do not recommend sponsorship in 
spite of the eventual faithful outcome and 
that is no sled ride! The cash reward is 
quicker and sometimes almost as luc
rative from spending your time making 
something to sell in the markets. 
But, if you are like me and refuse to let go 
of your dreams, Then I wish you the very 
best of luck. My big sponsor was the last 
company I had on my list. You never 
know if success is just around the corner! 
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Launch into the 
stopped screaming (not that I could see it), and 
then thunder like I had never heard before shook 
the whole glider. How do you find a bloody 

parachute in the bloody dark? 

Unknown 
Then a voice as loud as God's descended upon 

me. "Where are you?" Well Isurelydidn'tknow. 
I meekly replied, "I'm in here!" hoping that the 
voice would hear, and return to tell me where I 
was. by Ken Le Marquand 

The steam was rising slowly, but it cleared up 
my head and cleansed the pores of my skin as I 
diligently set up my glider. It was probably 
volcanically heated by the great power of mother 
earth from deep beneath, but I didn't reall y know 
the origins of this expansive lake far below me. 
As for the eucalyptus scent, it was baffling. To 

the best of my knowledge, trees don't grow 
underground. 

I had been elected to the "new site" committee 
of the hang gliding club and they had told me to 
try to find a variety of flying sites. Well this was 
the weirdest site I had ever seen. I can' t recall 
how I got up here, but it must have been arduous 
carrying all my gear and glider on shoulder. My 
onl y hope was that after takeoff I would be able 

to locate some familiar landmarks to map out 
later. As for landing areas, these were unknown. 

But with the constant steamy, scented lift, I was 
assured of a flight to cloud base, from which I'm 

sure I could find somewhere to land. 

I continued with my pre-flight, subconscious
ly timing the thermals as they came through. 

The launch was a huge sloping knob sticking 
straight out. Its sides rolled gently away, with 
the front having a sharp roll off at the very end. 

The rock was greyish wi th a meta II ic colour and 
feel to it. 

Run, run, run and away. I was off straight into 
a good cycle as I "launched into the unknown". 
When I 360-ed around I was stunned to find the 

launch was totally unsupported for the last 150 
feet. But that was behind me now, and this 
thermal required some attention. 

As I got higher, it was getting strangely 
warmer and warmer. Of course it is I reasoned 
to myself. I've got all my thermal underwear on, 
hmmmmm! Slowly below me the full expanse 
of this thermal lake was revealing itself. It was 

:A~;; Pr-;-W;;iis-~~~~i~~~d.~.: L ________________________ ____ J 

teams and pilots and we strongly recommend 

tha t you use it. Ager is a small town with li mited 
accommodation within the confines of the val
ley, but with a large modern hotel and several 
hostels within a radius of 20 kilometres . To 
avoid language problems, we suggest that all 
requests for information be channelled through 
Declan Doyle and/or Jose M Aznar. 

The best times for contact are: 
Ph/fax: 34.73.455170 Spain 9.00 - 11.30, 19.00 

- 22.00 
Ph: 34.73.455197 8.00 - 10.00, 19.00 - 22.00. 

* 
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a huge fjord, with sheer, porcelain like shiny 
white cliffs that dropped almost vertically to the 

water line. It was astoundingly symmetrical, 
almost oval shaped. 

Cloudbase was slowly getting closer and I 
edge nervously towards it at 8000 feet. There 
was no cloud streets, just a thick steamy blanket 
covering the whole sky with a northerly drift. 

Downwind I headed, the lake far below now. 
This was surrounded by a flat checker -board 
effect in the fields below. One black, one white, 
one black, one white. I wondered what they 
could be growing down there. 

The view from above gave me no clues as to 

where I was, or going. As I left the thermal lake 
behind me the sink started. Oh, why did I ever 
takeoffall by my own? I kept on travelling down 
wind but the elusive lift evaded my grasp. I 

seemed to be heading straight for the blazing 
sun, or right underneath it anyway. It was really 

getting hot here. 

Suddenly, out of nowhere, a huge aircraft did 
a head to head pass on me. Then another, and 
another, except it wasn ' t. It was the same one 
buzzing me. It seemed to appear out of the sun 

It did. "Oh, did I turn the light out on you?" 
Suddenly a blinding light flooded in with an 
arctic jet stream that sent me flying straight into 
a 9,000 feet quartz cliff face at 400 km/hour. 

"Oh Ken! You've fallen asleep again! Ken ... 
Ken ... Ken. I opened my eyes. I was laying in 
the bath. My flight into the unknown was noth

ing but a flight of dreams in the safety of my 
bathroom on a miniature scale. Being smaller 
than a bug had amplified all my surroundings to 
gigantic proportions. 

I had taken off from the top of the tap, ther
mailed up over the bath, headed for the light, got 
buzzed by a moth, and the turbulence sent me 
towards the exhaust fan . Almost on the point of 
bei ng diced like ham, my wife left the bathroom 

and turned off the fan and light. The slammed 
door sounded like a thunder clap. She was the 
voice of God. Opening the door started a jet
stream of cold air that catapulted me into the 

shower screen . 

Boy, it was great till I hit the 9,000 feet cliff! 

* 
and then disappearedr.=~~~~~~~~~~~~========================~ 
back into it. It obviously 
was having a hard ti me as 
its wings were fl exing up 
and down and the tur
bulent wash sent me 
bouncing across the sky. 

I was down to 5,000 
feet now and suddenly 
the vario chirped merrily 
in . Lift, gentle at first but 
then increasing rapidly. 
Cloud suck sideways as 
well as up. The clouds 
were disappearing into a 

hole in the sky. Being 
torn apart as they went. 
The bar was all the way 
in; the VB on full , my 

eyes squinted and toes 
pointed (anything that 
might help). But I was 
still being wrenched from 
the sky. There was noth
ing I could do (I can't 
remember Page n men
tioning this) . 

Total darkness en

veloped me. Had I black
ed out, or was I dead? 
None of the above. I was 
still flying. The wind was 

on my face. Thevario had ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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State, Club and Region News ' 
Queensland 

Townsville Hang Gliding 
Assoc Inc 

The Prairie Cup 
Firstly, I must apologise to all those people who 
turned up at Torrens Creek on Saturday 23 Oc
tober for the Torrens Creek Challenge and found 
the place deserted. You can, of course, tum up 
any day of the year to find it similarly populated. 
Avid readers of the HGFA Calendar of Events 
may struggle to repall it being advertised there 
but the truth is it's If bit more of a triathalon than 
a hang gliding comp and not yet eligible for 
points on the national ladder though surely this 
will be rectified by next season. 

Torrens Creek is a small town 280 kIDs west 
of Townsville and famous for being passed 
through without stopping. The Townsville team 
boasted an fmpressive array of both established 
and up-and-coming talent - Ethol, Graham, 
Gary, Brad, Dave and Robin. On Brad's trailer 
was something which looked distinctly like a 
trike but turned out onl y to be a wi ndsock. Wi th 
driver Heini and mascot and pin-up girl Jenny, 
ever ready with motivational tips and Amnesty 
International badges we must have been an 
awesome sight to the Cairns guys, a team filled 
with depth oflalent; Warwick, Gerry, Kevin and 
Nev. But they had a secret weapon in Nicky, 
who, initially recruited only as a driver proved. 
quite capable of beautifying photos, and being a 
Pom was a natural for phase 2 of the compo But 
the wind was cross at Torrens so out came the 
maps and we found an airstrip at Prairie, a fur
ther 45 kms west. Half an hour later we were 
there and gliders were assembled in next to no 

OPEN: 

time. 
We weren't sure what Prairie was famous for 

but we now know it's flies, millions of them. 

"Ploo, I swallowed a fly," gagged Brad. 

"What, only one? Ploo, ptoo," came the reply. 

due to lack of flyi ng opportunities some of our 
gliders haven't seen the light of day in 6 months 
( a bit like in the southern states) and the novices 
needed some assistance in assembly. 

"What's this?" 

"Your harness." 

"Oh. I was planning to sleep in that tonight. So 
what's that on the hang loops?" 

"your sleeping bag." 
"I remember now." 

Phase 1 began about 11 am and Ethol, Graham 
and Brad scratched around in weak thermals, 
their persistence paying off with hour plus 
flights to 4000 ft. As the day progressed the lift 
got better and everyone had very pleasant flights 
for as long as they wanted but the wind wasn't 
really conducive to distance so we flew to near
by properties and practised our competition 
skills. Special mention must go to Dave who 
needed 2 x 15 minute flights to complete his 
novice rating. His first 2 tows led to 5 and 10 
minute flights and then he caught a boomer. Two 
and a half hours later he decided to come down 
to relate stories of G-forces, wedgie eagles, 
panoramic views and "no bloody flies. Ploo." 
many of us were brought down to earth from the 
heights of euphoria by very buoyant air and 
thermals at 100 ft, reminding us that the much 
emphasised theory of landing inland is much 
emphasised for a very good reason. Ethol and 
Warwick advised us here and I hope were 
gratified to see us improve. At the end of phase 
1, day 1, there were smiles all round and only 1 
upright was windchimes. The flies had more or 
less given up on us as we were so dry; enter 
phase 2, the Prairie Hotel. 

A slight technical problem here, they weren't 
used to having 13 thirsty people and there 
weren't enough glasses to go round. Somehow 

WOMEN'S: 

we coped with stubbies though and the "Prairie 
Cup" was so named. So phase 2 was drinking, 
darts and pool. Tired shoulders and arms made 
this a pretty dangerous part of the day. Luckily 
Dave is a doctor and was on hand to remove 
darts from toes and offer expert medical advice 
where needed, "No Brad you won ' t die from 
swallowing a fly and it's almost certainly 
drowned in a sea of Foster's by now." The banter 
was genial though Dave regretted saying, "Flew 
like a bird I did. Nothing to it", thereafter being 
known as Dave the Duck. As well developed 
flying muscles are a boon so are well developed 
drinking muscles and one by one the students, 
the novices, the intermediate and the advanced 
drinkers reached their limit and individually at
tempted phase 3. Instructors in hang gliding, 
Ethol and Warwick showed themselves also to 
be instructors in drinking and were the last two 
at the pool table. Phase 2 ended as did phase 1, 
so close it could only be called a draw with 16 
balls still on the pool table and our instructors 
realising in the morning they hadn't taken the 
triangle off after racking. 

Phase 3 was the "find a place to sleep" section 
and most people did admirably. The hotel ac
commodation was very popular, now known as 
"The Fly Factory", and others slept under the 
stars in tents and mossie nets. We woke with a 
thousand bindii's in our feet but never felt a 
thing the night before. Only Graham failed this 
phase, sleeping on the hotel verandah, "I didn't, 
did I?" and thus Cairns edged into the lead 
though Graham has sworn to practise his sleep
ing. 

Sunday was looking good. The wind had 
dropped and it was one of those "blue thermal" 
days. Only Gerry with his magical glasses could 
see them and the early pilots reported very light 
lift, but of course excellent practise. Then the 
cu's started popping around noon and we dis
cussed team tactics . We decided that if we 
dressed up warm we'd bomb out so T-shirts it 
was and sure enough we were cold but high. 
Cairns were under strength with Nev having 

2nd - Drew Cooper 
XTRALITE 147 

1st - Toni Noud 
XTRALITE U7 
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3rd - Neil Mersham 
XTRALITE 137 -~'"~ 
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of excellent flying days here has been 
cut back from four or five out of seven 
to about one or two. Usually Monday 
or Friday. I pity anyone who did the 
three Spring comps because not one of 
them was a 4000 pt compo 

Make it get better soon. 

Gordon Bieske, Secretary 

New South Wales 
Mid North Coast Hang 

Gliding Assoc 

tried just that little too hard in phase 2 and 
unable to fly . Torrens Creek was the goal 
and Ethol, Graham, Gary, Warwick, 
Gerry and Kevin all made it. Dave the 
Duck, the doc, who remember only re
quired a 15 minute flight for his novice 
cert and nearly didn't fly at all, having 
discovered several new painful muscle 
groups managed 2 hours and 20 kIDs, 
tying the scores. The winch rope was 
breaking on every tow now and we had 
one last chance to snatch the cup, my 
paraglider. But in unhitching the winch 
we managed to strip the wiring and I 
spent the next hour rewiringand swatting 
flies . Ptoo, ptoo . At the Torrens Creek 
Hotel the resul t had been declared a draw 

Steve Moyes dolly launching behind a Dragonfly tug 

Recently theclub held its a'nnual club 
event. Traditionally it was held at 
Cooplacurripa but now the venue has 
been changed to Mt Borah, Manilla, 

which was just as well as there was no cup. What 
a great ptoo weekend we had. The final word 
went to Brad in his "mighty Aero" who broke 
his previous best height and was ecstatic, "I 
think my radio batteries are flat but you can 
probably still hear me anyway. " 

Watch out world, the North Queenslanders are 
back! 

Ptoo! Bloody flies! 

Regards, Robin Dawson, Secretary 

Thank you Nick for filling in so admirably last 
month, I wish you had said that you would write 
this one too . 

A cautionary tale. At the start of October we 
lost the use of Beechmont launch due to our 
complacency toward the owner. Being a 
reasonable person, the landowner insisted that 
the club incorporate itself and lease the land 
from him. Fortunately we were already incor
porated but drawing up and amending a lease 
has incurred considerable time, effort and 
money - principally on Stu Lutton. Some condi
tions of the lease are as follows : 

the lease is for one year with consideration 
of$1 to be paid by the club. 

the club is responsible for policing the site. 
the landowner may withdraw from the lease 
at any time for no reason upon giving 30 
days notice. 
paragliders -may not use the site. Hang 
gliders only. 
no dogs are allowed . 
there are to be no disturbances. 

the club is liable for repairs and maintenance 
to the site. 
a fence with a gate and a stile is to be erected 

by the club. 
only Canungra club members may use the 
site. 

there is to be no activity on the site which 
will bring monetary gain to any person or 
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the club. 

These stipulations have been insisted upon by 
the landowner and if you think this is a fragile 
site you'd be right. A recent club meeting 
decided that some of these conditions should be 
renegotiated as soon as is safely possible, name
ly the right for paraglider pilots and instructors 
to use the site. The same meeting also decided 
to charge visiting pilots $5 for a years associate 
membership. 

If however we are seen to be not following the 
conditions of this lease, we will most likely lose 
it for good. Hence the club will police the site. 
Remember that the only top landing is in the 
cricket pitch. 

The proposed constitution for the HGFA was 
discussed at the last club meeting and although 
approximately 96% of respondents said that 
they hadn ' t read it and 50% of those who had 
didn't understand it, the feeling of the meeting 
was to support the change. 

Best flights department. Nick forgot last 
month that I'd got to Tenterfield from Beech
mont (160 kID) so I'll brag about it now. More 
recently Jon Durand landed at Rosevale also 
from Beechmont (-80 km) after playing hide 
and seek with a Hercules and Trevor Crane and 
Steve Harris jumped the McPherson range from 
Beechmont to make Kyogle (-70 km) . 

The last regional comp and meeting drew it 's 
usual meagre attendance despite being hosted 
and well run by the Byron Club. Unfortunately 
ours was the club with the fewest members 
present. For a cI ub which 
now has around 150 

just north of Tamworth. 

The site is extremely user friendly as Rob 
Hibberd from Airborne found out with a good 
turn around time and friendly farmers to greet 
you when you land. 

Unfortunately the weather was below average 
making it hard to launch the whole field on all 
three days. But we still have a result for the 

comp being: 
1 Alan Bush 
2 Craig Docherty 
3 Paul Beck 
Toilet Paper Award Rob Hibberd 

The Manilla Mug is now as always a club 
event. The people who help organise the 3 day 
event do it voluntarily for the sheer social 
pleasure and no one is paid for their work and 
efforts leading up to or after the event. 

The Mani lIa Ha ng G I idi ng CI ub received thei r 
agreed share to help keep the maintenance up on 
the road, the trophies, maps and stationery were 
also paid from the $20 entry fee. The remainder, 
as always, went to the Mid North Coast Club to 
raise funds to maintain our sites which so many 
people use. 

Hoping for a successful No 2 Manilla Mug 
next year. 

Lee Scott 

URGENT WARNING 
Anyone wishing to fly North Brother Mountain 
must see Lee Scott for permission and to COID

plete a waiver form before flying, as arranged 
with the new landowner. 

financial members this is 
very slack. Even I have 
to shamefacedly admit 
that I pulled the pin on 
the second day to avoid 
flying a sea breeze again . 
Results : 1st Neil Mer
sham; 2nd Kurt Savage; 
3rd Drew Cooper. 

PROFESSIONAL 

For a season which 
showed a lot of initial 
promise this Spring has 
been a bit of a disap
pointment - the number U8/30 KALAROO ROAD, REDHEAD NSW 2290 
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State, Club and Region News ... continued ... 

Tamworth-Manilla Hang 
Gliding Club 

Well the flying season is now upon us and it's 
looking like another great summer. We've just 
finished the Manilla Mug and the NSW State 
Titles which were both affected by bad weather. 
It was a shame because a great deal of work had 
been put into the comps. Ross and Annette Dun
can put a lot of time and energy into the State 
titles and we were all hoping for a successful 
compo If it is to be held here next year I think 
later in the year or the beginning would be a 
better time. October tends to be a very windy 
time of the year. Spring out here is very unpre
dictable. 

We're expecting a lot of pilots in the area this 
summer and due to the problems we had last 
year, particularly with overseas visitors we have 
had to change a few rules. From November 1 
there will no longer be any more mid-week 
flying on Borah or Baldwin unless a club mem
ber is present or the pilot has registered with a 
club member. Even then numbers will not ex
ceed 10 pilots at a time. Why you say? Soil 
Conservation who own the land are getting very 
nervous at the number of people on their land 
and they want to see a bitmorecontrol,especial
Iy through the week. Any tours coming through 
will need to let us know at least 2 weeks before 
turning up and only one tour at a time will be 
allowed. If you tum up expecting the key to be 
issued without prior notice, you will be disap
pointed and turned away. Overseas pilots will 
not be allowed to fly through the week unless a 
club member is present due to the problems they 
have caused in the area. 

Novices will be expected to fly a red streamer 
from the kingpost while flying and they will 
need to show proof of inland flying. Radios and 
parachutes are compulsory. All pilots will need 
to fill out a waiver form and show a licence and 
HGFA membership upon request. A $5.00 fee 
per pilot for the weekend will still remain, $10 
for long weekends. This money goes towards 
road and site improvements. 

There are 2 keys only. Andrew and Jeanne 
Pepper have one and can be contacted on 067 

654520 or 018 416258 or Richard Riley on 067 
821073.2 days notice to be given for weekend 
flying, most of the time we're up there on the 
Saturday and Sunday. 

The club is now incorporated and HGFA in
sured due to the tireless work of Steve Hocking, 
the gentleman of hang gliding. He has put in 
countless hours for our club and we thank him 
greatly. If you don't know him, then get to know 
him. I hope you have all given your gliders and 
parachutes and harnesses the wintercheckso we 
can all have hours of safe flying. I hope to see 
all our friends again this summer. See ya . 

Andrew Pepper 

Northern Beaches Club 

This will be our last club news for 1993 as we 
go into the holiday season and hopefully a sum
mer of aerial pursuits. We have already been 
having a lot of flying around the northern 
beaches, including a weekend of classic NE, E 
and SE winds which enabled us to fly all our 
sites in one weekend. 

There are a lot of new faces this season so 
obviously the schools have been doing well. It's 
good to see more people on the hill and at our 
meetings. More people means more public at
tention so please remember that not everyone is 
as enthusiastic about our sport. The property and 
privacy of our neighbours should be given 
respect at all times . It is a lot easier to lose our 
few good sites than it is to find new ones in such 
an urbanised area. 

It has been a good year for NBHGCwith some 
gala events, including aerotowing off Dee Why 
Beach at the Wine and Food festival, an event 
only out-shadowed by the shadow of the man 
himself John Hajje. His parting from our 
presidency will surely be noted as a loss to our 
club. As will the parting of our super social 
secretary Dane Snelling. With a new committee 
we blunder on. 

The other major event for the year was the 

Available Soon 
leasing of Rylestone 
Airstrip by NBHGC for 
the use of all HGFA 
members. The work put 
into restoring the club 
house by our members is 
only outdone by the ef
forts of Bill Moyes and 
Clive Gilmore in provid
ing the aero tow tug and 
for the grand effort in 
purchasing and restoring 
a tractor/slasher for 
grounds maintenance. 
Thanks guys for all the 
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Australian made full face helmets at half the cost of the 
imports. Manufactured from the world's strongest 

materials, Kevlar and Carbon Fibre and only weighing 
600 grams (approx.) 

Available in 4 sizes: S, M, L, XL and fitted with UHF / 
VHF head-set (aptional extra) 

For further information contact: 

Phone 042 971923 
hard work. 

We should note that Rylestone is there for all 
HGFA members so please make use of this 
excellent facility whenever possible. We now 
h;lve a trophy for the furthest distance flown 
from Rylestone in every direction (except up) . 
if you have hada great flight and think the record 
is yours contact Dane Snelling and the trophy 
will be yours until bettered. We would like to 
thank the Moyes boys and Clive Gi Imore for two 
great weekends of aerotowing and the BBQs 
they arranged. We all hope to see more flying 
and partying at Rylestone. 

Our meetings through the year have drawn a 
minimum of 50 people each month and we hope 
that in the new year we can arrange something 
new monthly to keep you all interested. If you 
have any ideas we are all ears. Thanks to all 
those who have talked, displayed and enter
tained us with hang/paragliding articles 
throughout this year. 

As we go into the Christmas season our 
thoughts go out to Dave Redman after his unfor
tunate accident. We hope that your recovery is 
going well. 

I hope you all get some mega distance and 
airtime over the holidays . We want to see some
one take the distance record for Manilla away 
from the Manilla club and Patrick Lenders (170 
km). I would like to be the one to do it. Patrick, 
I hope you are well in time to defend yourself. I 
can almost see Chris Mc on your tail already! 

That's it. Have a great Christmas from all at 
NBHGC. 

Ian Duncan, Secretary 

PS Many thanks to Mark Mitsos for the dis
cussion and video at our paragliding night and 
to the Great Lakes club for the recent flyin . 

Sydney Hang Gliding Club 

Another cracking turn out but you wouldn't 
have thought so by 7:30. 15 minutes later and 
everybody was there. The subject of Rylestone 
kicked us off and looks as if it will always have 
aspoton the agenda . Bill Moyes found the much 
needed tractor and slasher. The tractor is current
ly being brought back to shiny new Fiat green 
condition. It was purchased at a good price but 
has consumed 200 odd hours to get it to full 
runway slashing condition. Thank you Bill. 

Rylestone suffered a major storm which 
ripped the roof off the hanger. The control tower 
and club house remained completely intact and 
did not leak a drop thanks to the efforts on the 
various working bees to date. 

The weekend of the 13th and 14th will see the 
establishment of the R ylestone record. This will 
be ongoing and involve all ratings and both 
sexes. The idea being to establish a distance 
from the airfield record. Whilst on the subject of 
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drive back to take off fully 
assembled and ready to go. 
This allowed 6 or more 
flights each day. 

The course is laid out 
much like one long landing 
strip with orange tape 
marking out each glide 
ratio. There just happened 
to be a creek crossing the 

course at around the 13/1 
mark. The Xtralite 
averaged a 13.12/1 glide 
ratio and Steve landed in 
the creek 8 out of 14 times . 

Lower Blue Mountains winch Rylstone Easter 93 - D 
Middleton 

That was about it. Until 

the hill then! 

records, Thomas Suchanek will be in town on 
the 21st November and is looking for any record 
breaking attempts to join. Australia is way be
hind on this one folks and something has got to 
be done about it! Current records are as follows: 

USA 
Europe 
Australia 

512km 
308km 
286km 

Please correct these figures if they are wrong. 

Dick Heffer reported on the State Titles and 
for those who did not make it there, it sounds as 
if you missed very little. There was unanimous 

agreement amongst those who know and go that 
the Titlesshould be shifted to March for a couple 
of very good reasons : 

They are too close to the beginning of the 
season. 

The conditions seem never to be as ideal as 
they would be in March. 

Some credible pilots also agreed that the sites 
used are great for recreational flying, but not 
quite up to comp standard. Aero towing would 
be the go to overcome the take off problems on 
north days and because the Takeoffs are not that 
accessible. 

Our thoughts also go to Dave Redman who 
was seriously hurt during the State Titles and 
spent some time in intensive care. News is that 
he has been moved to the burns unit and we wish 
him a speedy recovery. 

We welcomed a couple of new members : 
Andy Guppy from the UK who has already 
signed in a new team for the WINGTIPS second 

meet in Tumut on the last weekend in Novem
ber. Also John Skelly who is up to help Bill with 
the Dragonfly certification. John 's timing was 
immaculate, just as we were going through the 
accident reports, his chair collapsed! 

Steve Moyes was quizzed by all on what it 
takes to design, build, test and certify a new 
glider. It is an amazing process and one which 
is interesting enough to write about some time. 

Hearty congratulations goes to Steve not only 

for the World Championship winning design, 
but also for his first placing in the Morningside 
Glide Ratio Competition. 

Thanks to specia lly designed all terrain 

vehicles, they were able to take off, land and 
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Greg Wilkinson 

Lower Blue Mountains Hang 
Gliding Club 

The winch is now back in operation after a 
major overhaul, facelift and the installation of2 
kms of new wire and we have had 3 consecutive 
weekends towing at a paddock south of Camden 
and near Penrith. The only real problems was 
less than ideal weather conditions. 

Special thanks must go to 3 of our members. 
Steve Duncan for overhauling the motor and 
painting the trailer up at RAAF Richmond. 
Everybody who has seen it since agrees that he 
has done a very professional job. Alan Bond for 
his tireless work in negotiating for the 2 sites we 
are now using and Paul Kirwan for handling the 
purchase of the new wire. 

Members of other clubs are welcome to tow 
with us. All we ask is that you be minimum 
Novice rated with tow experience. We use the 
Reflex system therefore a radio is not mandatory 
and we adhere to all aspects of the towing 
guidelines. 

The second halfofthe "Wingtips" competition 
at Tumut fast approaches and we hope to field 2 
full teams this time instead of two half teams as 
we ended up doing in the first round. Let's hope 

the weather is a bit kinder this time, I doubt that 
it could be any worse. 

Our Christmas party/BBQ is on Friday 10 
December at my place. $5 per head BYO meat 
and drink. 

There will notbea December meeting because 
of the proximity of Christmas so the next time 
we will meet at the Sportsman Hotel, Kildare 
Road, Blacktown will be 7.30 pm on Thursday 
25 January 1994. 

On behalf of the club I wish all Skysailor 

readers a happy Christmas and a good year 's 
flying in '94. 

David Middleton, President 

FL YTEC 3005: 

Top flight performance 
in a space saving format 

A sleek, handy-sized flight 

instrument with the following 

impressive features 

for outstanding price: 

Analog and digital vario display 

with a range of integration steps, 

ASI (acoustic scale indication) 

audio acoustics, absolute and 

reference altitude, adjustable 

descent warning, peak value 

memory for the current flight as 

well as the previous four flights 

and a battery life of 150 hours. 

FLYTEC 
King of the air 

Australia : Peter Eicher 
88 Parkhill Road 

Kew Victoria 3101 
Ph : 038175275, fax: 8171536 
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State, Club and Region News ... continued ... 

Canberra Paragliding News 
The Inaugural Canberra Paragliding Open has 

been run and won by Fred Gungl of Bright. 
Second was Ian Ladyman and Man-of-the
Match was Peter McLean of Michelago. 

It was a success in spite of a few small 
obstacles. The comp had been planned to hap

pen just after the ICAO airspace changes came 
into effect but the changes were postponed. And 
then there was the small matter of the weather 
forecast; if we'd believed the weather man we 

should have held the first briefing at the Casino, 
and stayed there. It would have made more 
sense. 

But we're paraglider pilots, and therefore we 
have faith . 

For five Victorians and two locals it started on 
Friday evening, with an hour's flying at Mount 

Spring in the smoothest air we'd ever ex
perienced. True "flying with a smile on your 
face." 

Saturday'S forecast was horrific; 
thunderstorms, strong wind warnings, rain and 

soon. The briefing was held while itwasraining, 
but we had faith and went to Mount Spring for 
a surprisingly good day's flying. Only one task 
was held, a ridge race, single turnpoint and spot 
landing, with only one pilot, Peter, hitting the 
spot. a oud suck after tha t made free fl yi ng qui te 
good fun, we didn't have to work at all to find 
lift. Thunderstorms that night were spectacular. 

Sunday dawned pouring with rain. We had 
faitb and went to Lanyon for an open distance 
task. Take off timing (and pilot skill) was impor
tant, with only a few pilots getting away; Fred 
and Ian being tbe two best. 

Wind strength was perfect, direction was 180 
degrees out. But across the lake we saw it com
ing, but it came in too strong. It was really the 
only glitch of the weekend, the only time it 
wasn't flyable . 

It had threatened to be a disaster weather-wise 
but the weekend was beaut. About thirty pilots 

flew, from Melbourne, Bright, Sydney, Bega 
and Canberra. Some sore heads indicated that 
some pilots had had a good time even if they 
didn't remember any of it. 

Next year we'll have better airspace and better 

weather, and a T-shirt to live up to the standard 
set this year. 

Neil Bolton 

Victoria 

The Spring comp has finished, congratula
tions to the winner and all the pilots that com
peted. I'm sure it helped you to shake out the 
moths for the coming competition season. Con
gratulations to Adam Togood who had his 21st 
during the compo We couldn't decide on what to 
get. So we all thought we'd go towing for the 
long weekend and give him a chanceata placing 
in the compo 

Melbourne Cup weekend saw an entourage of 
novice pilots descend on the west coast. It was 

good to see so many pilots wearing red 
streamers. The easterly was predicted, so we had faith 

and drove to Lake George. it was west on the 
way up, and itwas west when we got there, and 
the visitors were convinced we were crazy. 

The Victorian Open is being run from 5-13 
February, it'sa great introduction to competition 
flying, in a friendly relaxed atmosphere. so if 

you have nothing planned take the week off 
~~~Z]~£t]¥illTIJlFi:1}:Rr2<t( ·2::;:::=::·2 : andjoin usall . If you can't, come up on the 

::i weekends and fly anyway. 

Good luck to all those people competing 

Steve Trone 

Skyhigh Paragliding Club 

~~~~ 
PARAGLIDING 

MELBOURNE 
Golly, mid December finds you reading 

1l±ili22±£iliW22±2lli:£CZIJ 
Skysailor. Shouldn't you be getting the 
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Christmas shoppi ng done or flyi ng or something 
useful? No? Well get your priorities right. 

The event with more paragliding activity than 
you could poke a stick at this month was the Not 
The Victorian Open. This fun (non) competition 
was held in Bright over the Mel bourne Cup very 
long weekend, and to call it a success would be 
an understatement. A full report of the comp will 
probably appear in the next edition of Australian 
Paragliding News ( which will already have 

been published by the time you read this -
strange eh?). 

The organisers, our very own Killer Ken 
Mi tchelhi II and Paul Ponytail Harrison achieved 
their aims of having a laugh and encouraging 
novice and intermediate pilots, with three 
"valid" tasks (spot landing, the exact 10 minute 
flight and "ballast barrage" tasks were flown). 
More than one participant was heard to say that 
they had learned somethi ngjust fro~ attempting 
a task. Needless to say, a great deal of fun was 
had by all participants. Unfortunately Greg 
Todd didn't have such a great time when he 
landed (quite normally) on two feetanda recent
ly healed break in his leg gave way. We all wish 
Greg a speedy recovery so that he can get on 
with beinga dad, and hope Fiona is coping okay! 

Overall winner for the comp was Bill from 

Bega on his faithful Ailes de K Pantair, mostly 
for his efforts on the first day which included an 
exceptional costume, miraculous save from a 
very nasty tuck, andgettinga foot wet in the spot 
landing wader pool. 

I' m sure many of you have already put in your 
first entries in the MOCOPAN Coffee Cross 
Country Challenge. I think that the flurry of 
punters going XC over the long weekend will 

have started things nicely. The Saturday brought 
an 8000 ft base, so of course Fred Gungl flew to 
Mt Beauty with Rob Shroettner. Not content 
with this, Fred flew back to land at the Bright 
oval!! Surely this man has no fear of tiger 
country. Unlike myselfandAndrew Kemp, who 
found ourselves high enough and with a tai Iwind 
to probably make the crossing, but instead 
whimped it and flew in a sinky crosswind to 
Harrietteville - Andrew's first time at the big H! 
So many people got to Harrietteville on the 
Sunday ( including, but not limited to Phil 

Taylor, Scott Bennett, Andrew Kemp (again!), 
Harry from Austria, Christine and Trevor 
Danger. The retrieve car was rather full!) that 
several flew the other way to the Buckland Val

ley and Mt Buffalo just to avoid the crowds. 
These i nel uded Sydney ri ng-i ns Godfrey 
"Hardman" Weness & Possum O'Reilly, your 
faithful correspondent and Team Swing (ie. 
Geoff White, Phil Brown and "Big Bird" Thom
son). 

Those trying to get big distance in the North 
East have their work cut out after Phil Brown 's 
brilliant flight from Bright to Whorouly. That's 

a bit over 40 km in a straight line, and it was 
certainly further via the route he took. It was 
very impressive to see Phil and Bernie get to Mt 
Buffalo, as many bombed out trying to reach 
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SAHGA 

~ 
SAHGA 

Competitors wait for wind conditons to ease before 
launching from West Gilmore Ridge, near Twnut

pC Doyle 

petitIOn. Unfortunately, due to 
confl icting dates wi th the Canber

ra comp and rather poor weather, 
the only flying was at 13th Beach 
on Sunday. I wasn't there, but I 
hear that changing conditions al
lowed many people to get in the 
odd flutter, and the odd blow 

back. Towards the end of the day 
itwas rather strong, butthisdidn't 
prevent Wally Taws and Jerry 

Stipek doing a few kilometres 

along tiny sand dunes .to some
where "past the windmill". Gary 
Stevenson was last seen giving a 
fine display of hooty flying pre-
viously unthinkable on his tan
dem wing. Multiple helpers made 

The next round of the SAHGA 93/94 Open 

will be held on November 13 and 14. Let's hope 
the wind conditions are more optional this 

round. Unfortunately the last round saw Steve 
Blenkinsop sending his gl ider back to the Moyes 

factory for repair and Sue Hansen taking off to 
the north of launch in a very precarious bowl 
after her glider was free-flying on its own and 
landed there undamaged! Especially from a 

female pilot! 

Buffalo. Phil and Bernie scratched for a long 
time at the downwind end of the Plateau before 
breaking out to the Ovens valley. Rumour has it 
that Possum had to land in a hurry near 
Myrtleford and will make sure he "goes before 

he goes" next time. It's a shame that very few 

of the competitions last summer had days half 
as good as that comp, but here's hoping for this 

summer. 

The November cI ub night at the Retreat Hotel 

in Abbotsford was once again very well at
tended. Plenty of debate was had as to the flight 
of the month. The first nomination was Andrew 
Kemp's excellent little 15 km jaunt from 
Landscape to somewhere the other side of 

Seymour, scratching up from very low ( I think 
the famous Scott Bennett earth-suck was in 

operation). Rachael Bain also got a nomination 

for getting very high a week before Andrew's 

flight, also off Landscape on her trusty Neo (nice 

one Rach!). Phil Brown was of course 
nominated for his inspiring 40+km Bright to 

Whorouly, and lastly Fred Gungl for a sensa
tional flight from Mt Buffalo to Harrietteville 
and then back to Bright (Does the man ever 
come down?!!?) with his lovely wife Marlin on 
Fred's Pro-Design Challenger TANDEM'! The 

landing was supposedly earlier than planned due 
to an unscheduled toilet break. (This seems to be 
becoming a common ca use of shortened XC's. 

What do the world champions do about it on 

their 5-6 hour 200 km (lights?) All of the flights 
were very good efforts, and the final vote went 

to Fred and Marlin's tandem. Truly amazing. 

The dunny seat went to Rachael for a post 

flight hitch-hiking epic at Landscape. Searches 
of the top and bottom landing areas failed to 
discover her whereabouts. Fears for her safety 
were groundless, as she had hitched a lift with 
the boys in bl ue (bless 'em), and while Andrew 

Kemp and myself risked life, limb and torn 

flying suits searching a dark and rocky hillside, 

Rachael was whiling away the hours at the 

Trawool pub. Upon discovery (via a friend of 

the pub receptionist in possession of a radio), it 

was soon Rachael's shout! Lesson? She has 

since bought a radio. 

Last weekend ( 13-14 November) was 
scheduled as the Skyhigh club west coas t COIll-
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the tandem take offs and top-landings look more 
like formula 1 pit stops than free flying! 

New gliders seem to be appearing everywhere 
- is it a wonder the balance of trade is still a 

deficit! Glen Thomson has taken the plunge with 
a spanking new Challenger C 25. Green, yellow 

and pink, hmm, gelati colours never looked so 

good on a punter. Anyone in the market for a big 

Challenger? Great wing, honest! Gavin Mar

shall has taken delivery of a crispy new Edel 
Space and was last seen soaking up the view 
from the top of the stack at Red Rock. (Rumours 
are rife of a new model "Super-Space"- did Gav 
get the stock liquidation special?) Chris Danger 
has been doing exceptionally well on her still

On the topic of the Open, it has come to my 
attention that the comp entry money has been 
put into SAHGA Wouldn't it be a better idea to 
put the money back into the comp ie trophies, 

prizes,BBQ and to pay for drivers of which there 

is definitely a lack. I don't understand why the 

people who are not interested in entering the 

comp are benefiting from the profits. Surely 
with all the concern about the running of the 
comp, money would certainly open a few better 
options. Maybe then the comp will be taken a 
little more seriously and more pilots will be 

enthused to enter. 
crispy Axis, in be

tween doing up loose 
nuts and bolts on the DANG f.I~IDING SCHOOI~ 
trimmer system. 

Jeremy has his new 

Voodoo 2 ( which he 

generously let me 
have a fly the other 
night - very nice in
deed). Even yours 
truly has not been 
immune to the flood 
of imports, with the 

purchase of a snow 
white Firebird 
Navajo. If you want 

to know about it, 

you'll have to read 

the review in 

Australian Paraglid
ing News. 

That's it for this 

month. Hope your 
Christmas flying is 
high and safe. A few 

of us hope to get very 

high crossing the 

Tasman for the 

f.orthcoming Mt 

Cook Airlines New 

Zealand Paragliding 

Open . Yippie! Seeya 
"round. 

Hamish Barker 

The closest Hang Gliding School to the Victorian 
metropolitan areas. 

We offer a full range of services including; 

Novice Certificate Courses 

Introductory Courses 

Tandem Instructional Flights 

'Towing Endorsements 

Introduction to XC Flying 

Equipment Hire 

We sell new and used gliders, spare parts and 

accessories for; 

.:. Airborne 

.:. Enterprise Wings 

.:. Moyes 

.:. Brauniger 

.:. Icom 

.:. Flytec 

We accept Novice and Intermediate gliders as 

trade-ins. 

XC Flying Tours will be conducted during February 

and March 1994. 

Contact - Rohan & Sandra Holtkamp 
Dynamic Flight Hang Gliding School, RMB 236B , Trawalla 3373 

Phone: (053) 49 2845 
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State, Club and Region News ... continued ... 
Rumour has itthat there will be a new member 

in the Gadget household next year. Congratula
tions Max and Janine. Paul and Gil would have 
held their Beginning Summer party by the time 
you read this. A local blues band will have 
played "On Edge" and SAHGA will have won 
the tug-o-war between SAHGA and The Perfect 
Fit,1 hope! IfMrKelleywasonSAHGA's team! 
I also hear the spa has a basketball ring now, an 

interesti ng thought. It bri ngs a whole new mean
ing to "Slam Dunk" . 

The End of Year party will also have been held 
that weekend at the British Hotel, North 
Adelaide. I wonder if anyone was in a flying 
state that weekend; certainly a euphoric one 
could be guaranteed. 

Pilots please ensure entry fees have been 
posted for future comps for the 93/94 season. 
Apathy is not always a surety. Get the picture, 

George?! 

On a last note: Rick I do hope you found an 

appropriate space for that last dastardly picket!! 

See ya, Gordon Bennett 

Western Australia 
The Great Sandy Desert 

Hang Gliding Club 
Greetings fellow aviators from the Sandy 

Desert club and its members. We are a "warm" 
friendly club. on the edge of the Great Sandy 
Desert in a mining town called Telfer. 

Telfer is in the north-west of Western 

Australia situated about 500 kms from 

anywhere. 

Our club started about 3 years ago when Steve 
"Gumboot" Clark and Ian "Oude" Sallie who 
had both been flying in the area for some time, 
noted a growing interest within the community. 
A course was organised and "Doctor" Dave 
Drabble delivered the first f1oS;k of the Sandy 
Desert Hang Gliding Club. 

There are some very colourful characters in 
our club. Some have stretched their wings and 

moved to far horizons (Beam us up, Scotty 
Foran) and others have taken their place. 

We are more than interested in hearing from 
fellow pilots especially from the north-west of 
Western Australia . 

Till next time, 
Joe Langford 

Dalwallinu Hang Gliding Club 
Vh, what's wrong? Stop poking me I'm awake 

already. What do you mean I've got to write a 
·hang gliding report; where's the boy? Hang 

gliding again, uh? No respect for his father or 
he'd havea decent job already. What do I know 
about hang gliding; if they want to worry their 

parents into an early grave, let them. All right, 
all right stop nagging I'm an old man and a wife 
should have more respect. Pass me his notes. 

Apparently the month's highlight was Spring 
Thermal Week. The first weekend was packed 

with pilots of hang gliders and paragliders alike. 
Colin flew the furthest with a flight of 120 kID, 
but many pilots flew some good early season 
distances with Anna and Sarah both showing a 

clean pair of heels. The women these days; in 
my day women weren ' t allowed to look at 
clouds in case it lead to impure thoughts. The 
flyingsiteatWongan Hills is proving exception
ally popular and the pub enjoys some gratuitous 
patronage. (Is that all these people do, fly and 
drink? This is how Soddam and Gormorah 
started.) 

Wheels are in motion for the 1994 Dalwallinu 
Open, guaranteed to be awesome (Is this English 
he's using?) with many teams already plotting 
cunning plans to ensure the coveted teams 
trophy. 

Dawson Brown launching Blackheath -p D Middleton 
The Xtrali te is getti ng 

rave reviews and Shady 

Humphries broke out the 
tri ke for some barnstorming 
the other day. What was the 
moon like, Shady? 
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Well that's the end of his 
notes. I can't believe we 
spent money on his educa
tion for this. I'm goi ng back 
to sleep. If those hang glid

ing people ring, pretend it 's 
a wrong number. If you en
courage them, they'll eat 
you out of house and home 

and steal your daughters. 

Ebenezer Good Ii! 

01' F1oey, the Rhubarb farmer really "flew it" 
or "blew it" this time and I'm writing to tell how 
Andrew, a hang gliding instructor saved my life 
after a typical "Floey" landing at Shelleys Beach 
near Albany in W A. 

Eastern Australia has real waves but all the 
way down the WAcoastwe hadn't seen a wave. 

The Indian Ocean laps up against the shore like 
a river most of the time because of the offshore 
breeze . I don't fly coastal very often so I was 
completely out of my depth on the flat sea sites 
of W A. The cooler air of the Southern Ocean 
makes the air 'chunky' and I was admiring the 
wild flowers when it came time to land on the 
beach. A very easy exercise especially down 
here. 

I realise in retrospect that I came in with far 
too much speed and when I flared I went up 20 
foot, faced into the wind and stalled! I 
parachuted down to find myself ankle deep in 

water and dropped the nose into a couple of 
inches of receding wave. Instantly I had so much 
weight on the glider that both uprights broke, 
followed by leading edges and crossbars and I 
was caught in the wreckage. Frantically as my 
XS began to break up I tried to unscrew my 
locking carabiners which would not shift be

cause of the boiling sand. I also couldn't release 

my back strap! Hey! I was in trouble! But for a 
couple of mates, I was dead! 

When all else fails, pray! Andrew Humphries 
was putting a few students off the top of Shel
leys. He saw my di lemma and ran to aid this old 

man . He produced a hook knife and cut my 
suspension lines to my harness and I was free. 
There was no way I would have survived with 
all that weight holding me down and the hook 
knife was the only was out of such a tricky 
situation. I lost my XS to the surf. The surf was 
extremely sma ll by eastern standards and I did 
not realise the extreme danger of landing in 
water; flat water at that! I do now and landing in 
water is strictly for the pelicans! 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank 
my rescuers. I had Andrew give me the names 

and although he hasn't put himself first, he 

should have for he hel ped me to have a safe take 
off. In the surf Dean Willcox kept my head 
above water till Daryl Speight (a nother Air 
Sports instructor) produced a hook knife . 
Ronald Ingenhoes, Gregor McYey, Andrew and 
Kim Geilman all played a part in my unlike ly 
survival. 

So Floey has survived again as Juna accom
panys him around Australia. Flying has been 

quiet in WA but I've brought along my trike to 
fend off withdrawal symptoms! 

Hope the home fires are still burning on Tam
borine. 

Graeme and luna Flodine Ii! 
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49 MAUDE ST. MT. MARTIIA, VIC 3934 

~/FAJ{ 059 741599 

These products are available from JUSTRA PARAGLIDERS. All are manufactured 
by JUNKERS PRO FLY, Germany. 

• Other dealers: 

NSW - FUTURE WINGS, Mark Mitsos. Tel.: 042674570 
SA - SCOTT BERESFORT, 08 3222540 

PARAGLIDERS 
(All weights are "ALL Upll, sizes projected.) 

• CLASSIC 25 (60-90 kg) and 27 (70-100 kg) - New, 1992 design. 

A perfect canopy for the first 20 hours or for those who do not plan to Oy regularly. Designed to make 
beginner's life safe and easy. No confusing trim or speed system. It has four risers for a clean, stable 
shape. With a maximum stress on stability it is the most forgiving canopy one can imagine. It can be 
deployed hands-free and it recovers from all manoeuvres with a minimum loss. of height. All HA"s SHV, 
oft"course, with a big margin. The performance is good for for a canopy of this stability. 
Price? Less than $2500. 

• ACCORD 25 (65-90 kg) and 27 (75-100 kg) 

Suits to a pilot with some short experience already, who wants to fly more and better. No worries about 
stability here either. Walter Resh, SHY test pilot: "Accord has better behaviour in most flying situations 
then other similar paragliders. I've never tested canopy with so fast recovery from a negative spin." The 
performance is of an intermediate paraglider. It features 4 risers with trim and speed system. 
Available for less then $3000. 

• EXCEL 26 (70-90 kgs) and 28 (85-110 kg) 

Suits to a more experienced intermediate or expert pilot. Top performance without too much adrealine. 
Sink rate 1.1m/s and 7.4 best glide and REAL Y EASY HANDLING. It has been tested in a variety of hard 
conditions with excellent results. It has four risers, trim and speed system. 
Excel costs aprox. $3500. 

HARNESS 
• VICTOR 

Comfortable, fully in flight adjustable harness. It has provision for back protector and reserve. Large 
back and bottom pocket, pullies for speed system. 
Approx. $400. Kevlar back protector with a deformation zone for approx. $180. 

RESERVES 
• PLUS 23, 25, 31, 34 (opt. weights 80, 95,110,120 kg, sink r. 5.7m/s) 

Plus reserves have a proven recQrd of saving lives in hang-gliding and paragliding accidents and they 
are ones of the fastest opening reserves available. Tested by SHV. All for less than $600. 
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WANTED 
2 x chute. gd cond ph 06 2928100 or 06 2951492 

Small pod hama •• or cocoon suit 5'1' ph Ray 03 
5239458 

Second hand Intermediate glider. ph Ross 018 
687020,049431900 

Trike old dual seat trike (preferably Duncan ie Air
bome) for parts Anything considered, wing & motor 
not necessary ph Winton 060 243503 Wodonga Vic 

LOST 
24th September Somewhere below takeoff at Rex's 
Lookout, Far Norlh Queensland, wrist altimeter black 
with black velcro strap, Finder please ring 004 
242740AH 

OVERSEAS 
Barograph - PC Lelmkiihler FAI approved IBM 
compatible best offer must be sold also 
Briunlger alto/Varlo Pili $600 ono owner living 
overseas - in Sydney 1 -27 December contact Alex 
de Waal 047 573523 or Germany 089 8416149, fax 
0898949348 

NEW SOUTH WALES 
GTR 1 «12 (int) Rainbow US blue LE white MS gd cond 
sell or swap for paraglider with harness ph John 018 
656006 anytime (Port Macquarie) 

Alrcotec Alibi varlo twin altimeters barometer ther
mometer adjustable sensitivity & memory $600 ono 
ph Ian 02 9189962 AH 

Foil 139C Combat (int) ex cond only 10 hrs flying 
time pink LE ftuoro yellow & blue US $3000 also 
LR3 varlo/altlmeter with total energy averager etc 
all documentation as new $700 also 
Replogle barograph $350 ph Jenny 068 537220 
ph/fax/answering machine 

Moye. XS 155 Mk 2 (exp int) Nov 92 16 hrs airtime 
never dropped nose white scrim LE power weave MS 
grey US $3300 ph 049 499270 anytime 

XS 155 (exp int) abs as new Xact harness suit 6' as 
new PA parachute e52 Instruments ph Greg 018 
494377 or 049 498023 

Paraglldera: lTV Vega II ex nov canopy pilot weight 
70-100 kg 15 hrs with harness & backpack & Vega 
10 pilot weight 55-75 kg with harness and backpack 
30 hrs $900 ea ph 060 252476 

Pod harness brand new made by Danny Scott suit 
5'6' .,s'8' all reas offers considered ph 042 943094 

Mar. 170 (nov) yellow & white new uprights & flying 
wires ex cond $1000 ph Rod 046 556296 AH , 02 

6917716 BH 

Foil Combat 152C (int) my new Desire has arrive & 
the trusty Combat remains unsold It has a white LE 
pink & lilac US incl competition sleeves & tip fairings 
& is in ex cond The financial strain is becoming 
intolerable so believe me any reasonable offer of 
around $2500 will be v favourably considered! David 
Phillips 02 4562521 H, 02 4176177 W 

Moyes Mega 11170 (int) ex cond $350 ph Russell 02 
5573240 

Aero 155 Racer pnt) & Tracer harness brand new 
cond only 5 hrs flying $3000 ono ph Graeme 02 
9643986 

Roberts altlmeter/Varlo v gd cond must sell @ only 
$80 ono call & make'an offer ph Terry 049 633268 
AH, 692859 BH 

Blitz 155 (exp int) sweetest handling high perform 
glider in as new cond $2500 1 st to see will buy also 
Blitz 146 (exp int) red mylar sail kevlar LE & TE 
immac $2750 perform & handling you' l~ love also 
Combat 152 (int) 100 hrs only! orange LE blue & 
orange US in great cond as traded $2000 also 
Sting 154 (int) extremely low hrs hot colours red/blue 
& red always top of the stack interm glider as new 
cond $2600 also 
Gyro 2145 (nov) immac cond with low hrs $1550 we 
need to sell these & will trade gliders! also 
Edge 582 special of the month: Ivo prop & all instru
ments just factory serviced & a low 69 hrs genuine 
$16500 with training - screw me on this one as the 
owner is desperate to sell! also 
Panoramic full face helmets new $265 the best 
value for money full face surprisingly light, airy & 
comfortable other accessories for yourtriking & hang 
gliding ph Joe Scott 066 843616 

Moyes Mission 170 (nov) only 45 hrs 1st class as 
new cond brilliant loud fluoro colours (which surely 
makes it fly higher) therefore not for a shy pilot! 
Bought a new kite so selling this one at a pitifully low 
price $1600 ono ph Steve Rickwood 02 5502666 BH, 
9684179 AH 

Aero 170 (nov) perfect for newly trained novice v 
easy to set up take off fly & land & has been to 
cloud base several times new side wires with only 3 
hrs on them I've bought a new kite so irs yours for 
only $1400 ph Greg 02 5502666 W, 8184704 H 

Moyes XS Easy 155 (int) mauve LE blue yellOW US 
speed bar faired uprights batten profile & Moyes Pod 
harness $2000 ono ph Ken W 048 864377, 018 
403028 H after 5pm 

Moyes Mission 170 (nov) ex cond manual & batten 
profile well maintained tight sail $1700 ono ph Paul 
or leave message 043 341919 

Gyro 160 (nov) great cond blue LE blue TE pink 

middle section suit female nov/light-weight guy also 
Moyes pod harness ex cond $1200 ono will sell 
separate or as package urgent sale ph Jo-ann 042 
942817 

Gyro II 180 (nov) red LE rainbow TS gd cond + 
Blackhawk pod harness, Parachutes Aust chute 
(both near new) + spare upright batten profile & 
remote camera mount $1350 ono ph 02 8992784 

Blitz kevlar 14«1 (exp int) 12 mths old immac cond 
kevlar LE & TE It crimson dacron MS pale blue & 
white US heavy duty Euro glider bag incl spare 
upright & universal outer LE $2500 ono have glider 
tube will ship anywhere in Australia ph Phil 042 
942218 

Blitz 155 (exp int) 12 mths old immac kevlar LE & TE 
grey TS mauve & grey US $2950 ph Mark 042 
852728 

Air Support Competition harness ex cond heavy 
duty Cordura constr (custom ordered) colours are 
black & red suit tall pilot (6'1' ~'3') , Angle of attack 
adjustable loads of storage room will incl parachute 
if required (price negot) ph Bernie 042 942493 AH 
$300 ono 

Power glider Aero Edel 24 with harness ex cond 
$900 ph 02 4891781 AH 

Mission 170 (nov) $400 recently spent on new wires 
nuts & bolts a gd 1st glider $1150 ono ph Peter 02 
5580609 

Blitz 155 (exp int) black red grey & white gd cond 
$2900 ph AI Giles 049 430674 

2 x Ultracom helmets with intercom & PTT (push to 
talk) $600 ph Jason 02 9487032 

GTR 162 (int) gd cond 1 owner since new never bent 
faired uprights & kingpost speed bar new side wires 
$650 ono ph 02 4169496 

Foil 152C (int) orange LE grey/white US gd cond 
$1400 ph Paul 02 5883494 

Varlo Sjostrom vario/altimeter ex cond a steal at 
$350 ph Greg 066 280356 

Pod harness Moyes 5'10' -6'2' ex cond white top 
red under $380 also 
Moyes cocoon backpack harness suit 5'6'-5'9' 
blue with rainbow stripes gd cond $100 also 
Cocoon harness Stanwell Soaring suit 6 '~'3' 
black with rainbow perf cond $160 also 
Skytrek Bandit 160 (int) ex cond low hrs more 
storage than flying time $350 ph Matt 042 943004 

Foil 160B Race (int) ex World Masters glider new 
side wires will go to best offer ph Greg 042 941482 

Edge 582 LC (124 hrs) ex cond registered fully 
certified full instrumentation helmets intercom VHF 

XTRALITE & XS3 
a-t S-tanwell Park 
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Cont:act:: Rick Mart:in - Tel: (042) 94 2912 
Chris Bol:tce - Tel: (042) 94 2545 or 

Vicki (at: t:he Fa ct:orl:t ) - Tel: (02) 387 5622 
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radio covers trailer $17000 ph 049 371781 

Foil Combat 152C (int) orange & blue comp sleeves 
flies great $1600 ono also 
Sjostrom varlo gd cond $480 ono ph Paul 02 
5217931 H, 2373853 W 

Moyes XS lfS9(exp int) gd colours gd cond $950 ph 
Craig Docherty 02 8766050 H 

Moyes Mars 170 (nov) yellow & white new uprights 
side wires & bol1s ex cond $1000 Camden 046 
556296 

Gyro II 180 (nov) 20 hrs airtime in ex cond you will 
not find a trainer glider in better shape $1700 02 
8752641 

Moyes XS Easy 155 (int) mauve LE blue yellow US 
speed bar faired uprights batten profile & Moyes Pod 
harness $2000 ono ph Ken 048 864377 W, 018 
403028 H after 5pm 

Altair 11515 (nov) vgd cond v low hrs $800 ono ph 065 
660630 

Blitz 155 (exp int) black & hot pink US white TS with 
silver frame top cond $2900 plus 
o Scott Harness suits 5'9' -5'11' pilot black body 
camera & radio pockets with red top gear bag side 
pockets & chute container $600 ph Michael 049 
524856 

Mission 170 (nov) ex cond also incl Moyes pod 
harness & parachute the lot $2000 ph Ian 02 
4197139 AH , 3441598 W 

Blitz 1515 (exp int) with deep A-frame in ex cond with 
low air time The sail is still clean & crispy $2500 ono 
Nicholas Palaric 065 565265 

XS 142 (exp int) lime green power rib sail extra luff 
line no dive sticks $2500 ph Kev 049 523187 

Advance Sigma 27 sq m 3 yrs old in ex cond sail 
crisp & unfaded speed system Advance quality 
Swiss material & construction fluoro yellOW & pink an 
ex int wing gd sink rate & glide easy to inflate & 
ground handle due to shorter lines Ifs yours for 
$2500 ono ph Peter Gray 028743503 

Harness Moyes pod suit 5'4'~'2' pilot $250 
Harness apron gd cond $50 also 
Reserve Parachute brand new Pulled Apex brand 
cond $400 ono ph 042 971923 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
Enterprise Wings Aero 11155 (int) 1992 model with 
15-20 hrs airtime fluoro pink grey & white speed bar 
faired king post quick setup & dismantle great cond 
$2500 incl blue Moyes Pod also 
Flytec 3020 Instrument fully electronic 2 altimeters 
vario - display & audio memory for alt & vario peak 
value & flight time selectable 2 battery supply option
al wind vane for wind speed & hang glider bracket as 
new $800 ph Grant 08 2650419 

Sjostromvarlo/alt ex instruments v gd cond recent
ly serviced by Phil Sjostrom $450 also 
Moyes pod front-entry harness ex as new cond 
$650 new only 40 hrs airtime selling for $500 ph Max 
Browne 08 2695480 H, 3484433 W 

Airwave Magic Kiss 154 (exp) all white '88 Worlds 
team glider with Swan Ught logo on US a gd oppor
tunity to buy a quality lightweight proven performer 
at a realistic price $1700 ph Martin 083462184 

Landing Troubles? Can't get it down?I Then try the 
amazing Jerble landing technique. Learn from lbll 
expert, perfected over the years with a shed-full-of
downtubes experience and get it on the deck in style. 

Aero 170 (int) 35 hrs TT day-glo green LE 
orange/blue US ex cond complete with speedbar, 
owners manual batten profile & hang straps I'll even 
throw in a cocoon harness if you want it $1600 also 
Parachute with long bridle 24' diam ex cond $200 
also 
Instrument pod with varlo & altimeter (Thompson) 
$150 call Pete 083644392 Reason for sale? HECS 
fees 

Parachutes Australia Pulled Down Apex chute cur
rent model well card for $100 below new price $450 
also 
Harness Blackhawk NZ made rear entry v comfort 
gd cond suit 5'8'/65 kg person bargain $300 also 
Borgelt instrument system digital readout on aI-

timeter air speed variometer averager & total ener
gy/speed to fly re-chargeable batteries via motor 
vehicle cigarette lighter $500 ph Dermot 08 3845742 

XS 155 (exp int) king post hang dk blue scrim LE 
fluoro orange & lime US white warp cloth MS $1800 
ono ph George 08 3403217 

Aero 170 (int) red LE blue US gd cond $1600 also 
Moyes pod Ige gd cond $300 08 2514066 

QUEENSLAND 
XS 155 (exp int) flies extremely well orginal king post 
hang $1500 ono ph Andrew 079 726840 

Combat 152 (int) sleeves removable white LE hot 
pink & aqua US v gd cond $1650 ono also 
Moyes pod suit6'2' with High Energy chute 19 mths 
old $780 ono will separate also 
Sjostrom VA-l new model only used for 5 hrs 2 year 
warranty $590 ono going overseas & must sell ph 
Mat 074914707 

XS 1159 (exp int) grey scrim LE turquoise fluoro pink 
US power rib TE gd cond has to go at $2200 ono ph 
Henk 075 463021 

XT 1155 (int) lilac LE fluoro yellow & green US gd cond 
$1900 ph 074 919498 

Blitz 1415 (exp int) 19 hrs kevlar LE & TE $2800 ph 
Ethel 077 733580 

Pod Moyes suit 6' med ex cond $350 ph 074919498 
AH 

Vision (nov/int) white pink LE , new speed bar 
uprights glider bag & side wires; helmet 2 harnesses 
gd cond $1300 also 
Varlo/altlmeter (Skylark) as new $300 ph Stuart 
079391352 

Paragllder 315 sq Ventus $600 ph 015 158745 
Sunshine Coast 

Edge 582 12 mths old gd cond reg no T2-2563 ph 
Peter 057 368600 BH, 018 762820 AH 

Combat 152 (int) gd cond tip protection covers tip 
fairings comfort grip on base bar batten pattern 

Aerochute Industries Pty Ltd 
presents 

The Aerochute Dual Seater 
The first legally approved and certified Australian 

manufactured Powered Parachute: 

* 
* 

CAA approval No C510780ML 

Compliance approved to BCAR-S by Engineering 
Manager Airworthiness Melbourne Airport 

What you Get from Aerochute 
,/ An approved and certified aircraft 

,/ A tested and proven reliable design 

,/ A trike built by a CAA approved manufacturer 

,/ A high performance parachute manufactured by a 
CAA approved rigger 

,/ Four years experience from the company who intro
duced the first legal powered parachute into Australia 

,/ Full warranty on the aircraft 

,/ Full backup on spares and service 

Distribution 
Aerochute Industries has distributors throughout 

November 1993 

Australia who can help you with any questions 

Training & Demonstration Flights 
* Full training to AUF pilot's licence by an AUF 

qualified CFI or instructor 

* Trained to CANAUF approved training syllabus 

Price $12,800 

For more information call: 
Aerochute Industries Pty Ltd 

12 Acheson PI, North Coburg VIC 3058 
Ph: 03 3542612, Fax: 03 3542795 
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owners manual sleeves avail never fitted 
handles well ideal 1st high perform glider 
$1300 or offers must sell also 
Hall Air Speed Indicator & bracket $20 also 
Briunlgar varlo dual altimeters 5 flight 
memory adjustable sink alarm & averager new 
Oct 93 with 10 mths warranty $540 also 
Equ .. trlan type halmat new 60 cms $30 ph 
079793414 

Atol Styla platform towing winch com pi with 
auto level winder remote controls dual disc 
brake heavy duty rewind motor pilot activated 
release mounted in glider cradle price $1900 
or swap for glider of equal value ph Ron 07 
2086604 

Altltvarlo Skybox mini altimeter analog & 
digital vario stop watch clock temperature 
$499 also 
FollleoB 7 yrs old $900 ph 070 322799 

ParaglidarBlack Magic 241140 hrs suit55-75 
kg pilot v gd cond with Airwave II harness & helmet 
must sen $1200 ph Jean-Luc 075 729912 

XS 142 (exp int) less than 100 hrs in immac cond 
nice colours can be seen or test flown on Gold Coast 
$2000 ph 076 951717 

SUng 154 Onl) mauve LE white & mauve US 8 hrs 
flying time 3 mths old ex cond $2800 also 
Moya. pod red/white $300 also 
Parachut .. Australia chute $300 ph Wayne 079 
469100 ext 703 BH, ext 768 K6 AH or Dave 079 
461157 

XS 155 (ex-Travor Purcell glider) the nicest glider 
I've ever flown (I'm now flying ultralights) $1000 also 
GTR World Beater HI2 $500 ph Barry 07 2040569 
H,8832293W 

The wet season I. coming must dear Demo .tock 
D .. lre 151 (exp inl) full comp model has everything 
10-15 hrs of careful use just $4 1 00 to your door 
XR 141» (int) 2 yrs old new glider ag v nice to fly suit 
novice pilot wishing to update just $1600 also 
The new hot-ofl-the-preu Xtrallte 147 (exp inl) 3 
hrs airtime wonderful to fly v light handling demo 
price $4100 to your door will trade nov gliders on 
these wings ph 070 563333 

Moyes XT 185 (int) blue LE pink yellow & white US 
comes with batten profile factory manual & 
waterproof cover ex cond as new $2650 also 
Flyt8C 3005 varlo brand new $675 also 
Pod type harness black with coloured stripes suit 
5'6'~' & helmet both near new $400 also 
Icom headset suit any helmet new $1 00 ph Greg 07 
2021043 

Combat 11152 (int) pink LE white/red US 100 hrs 
unmarked in perf cond $3000 ph Col 079 726730 & 
leave mess 

SUng 154 (inl) gd cond $2250 also 
2 x Icom 40 VHF receivers only $550 ph Dave 079 
461157 

UHF radio Icom with charger $450 ono also 
Cocoon harness Parachutes Australia with 
carabiner & helmet suit 6' $100 also 
Danny Scott Racer harness suit 5'6'-5'10' $380 
also 
Combat 152 (inl) gd cond sleeves avail never fitted 
$1500 ph 079 793414 

Blitz 155 (exp inl) kevlar mylar LE & fluoro green US 
kevlar TE $2800 ph 07 3988782 or 108 153895 

Foil 1 eoB (inl) gd cond red/white/black new uprights 
batten profiles etc best offer around $600 ph Julian 
071 611303 BH, 611784 AH 

Paragllder CXII 26 sq m 65-a5 kg weight range as 
new cond 35 hrs IT Silver with fluoro green red & 
yellow flashes US $2500, also 
Air Support Ham ... gd cond aluminium frame v 
comfortable red with silver para container etc $450 
ono suit 150-170 cm pilot ph Gerry 070 341451 

VICTORIA 
Moye. Mission 170 (nov) 19 hrs blue (Pacific) LE 
aqua panels white sail spare downtube profiles ex 
cond $1900 also 
Moye. Pod suit up to 6' ex cond $300 both $2100 
ph Digby or Georgia (03) 4782808 
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Cloudbase at Bright - pJerry Stipek 

Foil 1 eoB (int) fluoro pink LE white TS yellow US fair 
cond flies well manual & batten profile incl $1 000 ono 
ph John 037724573 

Minion 170 (nov) blue LE white MS orange & yellow 
US gd cond fully faired only $1800 ph Paul 03 
3806691 

Para plane BDM currently registered single seater 
Rotax 277 motor Edel 32.5 sq m canopy TFT 5 hrs 
cost $10500 going OS sell at $4200 also 
Registered trike 95.10 with GTR 175 trike wing 
Zenoah 50 HP motor 8 litres/hr at cruise winds peed 
tacho TFT 30 hrs sell at $5000 also 
33 ft canopy Ballistic parachute never used re
packed 1 mth ago sell at $650 ph 03 5530224 

Pegasus Q 482 12 mths old 70 hrs ex cond $17900 
also 
Pegasus Quasar 503 dual ignition as new $18500 
also 
Edge 582 as new full spec full covers $13900 also 
Pegasus Quantum 462 new 8 Its/hr hands off trim 
to 70 mph got the lot guaranteed to make ultralight 
& GA pilots pull instead of push at $23500 put your 
hand up quick as it is the only Quantum left for sale 
in a container of 7 arriving 1 5/12/93 also 
Pegasus XL 482 high power with towing equipment 
up to 700 fpm while aerotowing a hang glider new 
$17900 plus tow gear & inflight trim system ph John 
Goodrich at Sky Cycles 03 5875975 

Trike 95.32 AirBorne Edge 10 hrs only immac 
comes with the lot black pod electric start kit instru
ments trailer Communica coms & black helmets (2) 
suit new buyer $20000 neg ph 015 304725, 03 
8763981 AH 

Trike 95.32 AirBorne Edge 196 hrs comes with full 
instruments cover Ivo prop electric start remote 
choke remote priming pump for instant starting 
strobe landing light regularly maintained v gd cond 
$16000 neg 015 304725. 03 8763981 AH 

XS 11142 (exp inl) 1 season old white scrim LE power 
rib MS purple & green US ex cond $2900 ph 057 
551286 

Para glider Falhawk Neo 24 sqm (65-a5 kg) 15 hrs 
airtime sky blue wi1tl rainbow tips ideal 1 st glider fully 
certified all As v safe in ex cond incl is an Apco II 
harness $2000 ono ph Dallas 03 8829166 B, 
8424094 AH 

Swing Prlsma (adv) 26 sqm with speed system pilot 
weight 55-a0 kg 65 hr airtime DHV 3 certification v 
gd cond $2500 ph Heinz 03 5791839 AH 

Swing Zenith (int) 23 sqm with speed system pilot 
weight 60-75 kg 20 hr airtime DHV 2 certification v 
gd cond $1300 ph Heinz 03 5791839 AH 

Mission 170 (nov) great cond classic colours dk blue 
LE dk pink MS comes with batten profile & factory 
manual $1750 ph Warwick 03 8169200 BH, 052 
531096 W/ends 

XS 155 (exp inl) less than 3 yrs old all over fluoro 
yellow you WILL be seen! warp LE in lid cond all 
inland flying king post hang lever tips $1700 have 
another & must sell ph Noel 03 8893466 AH. 
6912117 BH 

Mlss.lon 170 (nov) as new 3 yrs old 35 hrs flu oro 
orange TS red/white/blue US $1900 ph Steve 03 
8733473 

Hydraulic tow gauge new $160 ph Ray 03 
5239458 

Gyro 11160 (nov) ex cond $1350 also 
Moyes pod harness med in as new cond suit 
5'4'-5'8' $450059646055 

Accommodation In Mt Beauty, Kiewa Valley 
Why not say at our 2 bedroom fully self-con
tained holiday units. Rates from $45/night per 
unit All flyers welcome. Pool, spa, 15 acres, 
carports, BBQs ph Annie 057 572733 

Para glider Pro Design Challenger C 23 top 
performance & rock solid wing (Acfpuls Cert. 
9A, 3B) weight range 60-a0 kg naked weight 
(75-95 kg total flying weight) gd cond 80 honest 
hrs new lines fitted at 30 hrs must sell quickly 
(but reluctantly) due to sponsorship deal with 
another brand A STEAL at $2000 leave a mes
sage for Hamish with Onshore Paragliders ph 
018351389 BH or 052 412100 AH 

Mlllsion 170 (int) 3 yrs old low hrs blue LE fluoro pink 
MS many spares ex cond $2000 also 
Moyes Pod suit 5'8'-6'2'lt blue ex cond $350 also 
High Energy Sports 20' parachute $400 ph Paul 03 
8578551 

Paraglider Falhawk Neo 24 sq m (65-85 kg) 15 hrs 
airtime sky blue with rainbow tips ideal 1st glider v 
stable in ex cond comes with an Apco 2 harness 
$2300 ono call Dallas 03 8424094 AH, 8829166 BH 

Hangar Sale 2 x Quasar 2 weight shift ultralights one 
brand new & one in ex low hr cond make an offer 
also 
Carol Fellow's Foill40B (int) is still without a loving 
owner She needs the bucks so offers are welcome 
also 
Icom IC40 G UHF handheld radios brand new ph 
Glenn 060 761333 

GTR 175 (int) white with yellow US v gd cond approx. 
38 hrs airtime $700 ph Steve Jones 03 3682372 BH, 
7496465 AH 

XS Easy 155 (int) peppermint LE fluoro yellow & blue 
US white tp faired king post & down tubes speed bar 
$1950 also 
Danny Scott harness med grey & fluoro yellow used 
twice $450 also 
Parachute $300 also 
Sjostrom vario & altimeter $400 ph Peter 03 
8700342 AH 

ACT 
Second Chantz NTZ side mount system manuf. 
5/92 bargain buy ph 062 959132 W, 2959338 H 

Moyes Meteor 190 (int) gd cond new bag incl new 
nut & bolt refit kit $500 ono ph John 062 854868 

Paragllder Challenger 25 (29 sq m 85-110 kg) with 
speed system in ex cond 10 mths old a great wing 
the perf 1 st canopy for a big bloke The Rainbow has 
arrived so I really have to sell it Fantastic value at 
$2650 ph Neil 062926310 or 018 633219 

Aero 170 (nov) yellow blue white v gd cond only 1 hr 
flying time incl batten profile owners manual $1600 
ph Maria 06 2480670 AH 

WA 
Aero Race 170 (int) virtually new & in immac cond 
less than 15 hrs flying time & never crashed flu oro 
pink LE & TE with mauve US $2200 also 
Varlo Sjostrom in as new cond less than 15 hrs use 
$450 also 
Harness Future Wings front entry jacket harness v 
gd cond black with fluoro pink stripe suit 180 crn tall 
& 65-a0 kg $450 ph Brendon 097 311041 AH 

Brand new FalhawkAtolis reduced by up to $1000 
ea. Greatcombination of speed (47 kph with Kazmer) 
& stability (AcpuI12A); size 120 (29.5 sq m) weight 
range 85-120 kg $3450; size 100 (25 sq m) weight 
range 65-92 kg $2950 also 
Falhawk Apex MR Ige with Kazmer speed system v 
gd cond $2000 also 
Falhawk Apex med v gd cond $950 also 
Paraglider power pack JPX twin 18 hp spare prop 
hardly used ( 30 hrs) $2750. Perth paragliding in
structor Jiri Hvlarti can verify condition & perform of 
this equipment ph John Salmon 09 3833137, fax 09 
3162446 *' 

SKYSAILOR 



Edel 
193-94 Range 

Orion /Vew- III 
(22/24/27) 

Novice-Intermediate 

Space 
( 22/24/27/30/40 Tandem) 

Intermediate 

Super Space /Vew- III 
(24/27) 

Intermediate-Advanced 

Rainbow /Vew- III 
(24/26/28) 

High performance-Competition 

> 1st. U.S.A. Championship '93 
> 1 st. Kyushu World Cup '93 
> 1 st. Chamonix World Cup '93 
> 1st. Avoriaz World Cup '93 
> 1 st. Swiss Championship '93 
> 1 st. French Championship '93 
> Women World Champion, 

Camilla Perner (Aut) 
Verbier '93 (6th overall) 

All gliders DHV and/or 
Acpul certified. 

ONLY THE BEST for you 

/ 

Secura Max 
Steerable reserve 
parachute system 

30m2 - up to 75 Kg 
> 38m2 - up to 100 Kg 
> 52m2 - 120 to 180 Kg 

Acpul Certified 

For more information or 
your nearest dealer: 

Edel Australia 
27 Oberon Avenue, 
Hawthorn East 3123 

Tel/Fax: 03 - 882 4130 
Mobile: 018 - 103 084 




